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STUDY OF SMALL TURBOFAN ENGINES
APPLICABLE TO
SINGLE-ENGINE LIGHT AIRPLANES
S U _%MA RY
This report presents the results of a study _ponsored by NASA
Ames Research Center, Systems Studies Division, and conducted
under Contract NAS2-3582. The purpose of the study was to inves-
tigate the design, efficiency, and cost factors which affect the
applicability of turbofan engines to single-engine light airplanes.
In recent years, the turbofan engine has been selected for
prime propulsion of nearly all new, high-performance airplanes.
The light weight, low installed drag and low f ael consumption of
modern turbofans contribute significantly to the performance
capabilities and cost-effectiveness of the new airplanes. Low
noise levels, smoke emissions below the visibility threshold, and
the potential for very low exhaust emissions characterize tl_e
environmental qualities of high-bypass-ratio turbofans. Research
and development of modern turbofans is continually expanded to
assure that the most efficient and environmentally compatible pro-
pulsion systems will be available to aviation when they are
needed.
The general-aviation light-airplane is the only air-transport
class remaining that does not enjoy the benefits of turbofan
propulsion. Therefore, a series of three studies have been con-
ducted to investigate the applicability of small turbofans to
smaller, lower-performance airplanes. In the first study, a six-
seat, light twin was the subject ef extensive parametric analysis.
It was demonstrated that modern optimization analysis, advanced
wing technology, and a high-quality turbofan could be combined to
yield a very efficient and light airplane having low predicted
ownership costs. In the second study, it was shown that military
primary trainers could similarly benefit from turbofan propulsion.
In turn, ti_e trainer engines would have civil airplane applica-
bility. Thus, if research and development :)rograms were under-
taken _)y the milltary on engines in this el.ass, it could hasten
their availability to general-aviation.
In this, the third study in the series, light singles _4ere
chosen- for examination. In addition, an engine-family concept
was in_ estigated. Together, these study tasks constitute an
ap_roach to tl_e solution of the cost _)roblcm that l_a'; inhibited
turbof]n pr()[)ulsion for light airplanes. The three singl,_-engine
airplane categ,)ries studied com[Jrise une bulk _)f the [igi_t air-
plane market, and thus, r(;flect th: ;cry large l_roduction i_s,_
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required for economici_l manufacture of small turbofans. A family
of engines, having a nigh degree of design and parts co_onality,
can dramatically reC_ce man_fa_turing costs.
The study has demonstrated that future turbofan-powered air-
planes can be designed to have up to 20 percent lower fuel
consumption than current propeller-driven light airplanes. More
than 30-percent lower airframe structural weight can result from
the use of light-weight turbofans and an advanced wing configura-
tion. Thus, there is also a potential for some reduction of air-
frame manufacturing costs. Lower operating costs will most likely
occur due to 25- to 45-percent lower fuel expenses, greater engine
overhaul periods, and reduced airframe maintenance requirements
as a result o5 lower vibration levels.
Turbofans can be developed to meet noise ind chemical
emissions regulations without impairing performance, operating
cost, or safety. Numerous safety-oriented advantages have been
identified that are inherent to turbofan propulsion systems. In
addition, product enhancement that will result from low cabin
noise and vibration levels and simple power management procedures
is very desirable.
Investigation of the engine-family concept has shown that a
comparatively small ten-engine family, having high commonality,
can adequately cover thu requirements for light-airplane propul-
sion. Such a family is projected to have a !990 market potential
of 30,000 units per year. The three engines evaluated in this
study would, alone, have a market potential of 20,000 units-per-
year.
For turbofan engines to be viable contenders, it must be
shown conclusively that they can be both technically and economi-
cally responsive to market demands. Therefore, recommendations
are made for continued development of the light-airpl.lne turbofan
concept. Specifically, the airplanes that were the subject of
this study should be evaluated and redefined by t}_e manufact_rers
of general-aviation aircraft. It is furthe< recommen_led that in
el_gine com[Jonent research and experi_uental _ro.jrlm be ind___rtlken.
This imp_rtant ste D [s roquir_(l for fin_l valil iti_)n of th,_.
concept.
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INTRODUCTION
Three studies have been conducted for the application of
modern turbofan engines to smaller, lower performance airplanes
than those in current manufacture. With completion of the study
described in this report, a large amount of data is available for
evaluating small turbofan applicability across a broad spectrum of
airplane size and performance classes, both civil and military.
The studies have stressed the need for timely solution of the
propulsion-oriented _roblems faced hy both aircraft manufacturers
and operators of the airplane types studied. Originally,
emphasis was placed on achieving low levels of noise and airplane
operating cost. Later, with the impact of the energy crisis, low
fuel consumption was given high priority. Throughout the studies,
the consideration of overall propulsion system efficiency and
cost-effectiveness of the total aircraft were of primary concern.
In the first study (ref. I), me_hods were formdlated whereby
engine and airplane conceptual bas_£ine designs of high relevance
could be defined quickly and economically. For the first time,
an aircraft synthesis computer program was used in the definition
and evaluation of a light airpla%e preliminary design. This pro-
gram, the General Aviation Sy_thes%s Program (GASP) (ref. 2), was
developed by NASA to provide a tool for in-depth analysis of the
complex interrelationships between propulsion, aerodynamics,
structures, performance, mission, and costs. The program per-
mitted extensive parametric sensitivity and trade-off analyses of
a six-seat, 648 km/h (350 kt) business-type airplane. Five can-
didate engine designs that resulted from manufacturing cost reduc-
tion studies were evaluated for the study airplane, and a "best"
engine that minimized the cost of ownership was identified. Using
a comprehensive noise-prediction computer program, a 95 EPNdB
500-foot sideline noise level was calculated for the airplane.
This noise level required minimal acoustic attenuation treatment
of the engines, and is well below the proposed values of future
regulations. It was concluded from the study results that turbo-
fan propulsion could b_ very responsive to the needs of general
aviation in the lower-performance class of business aircraft
represented by the st_dy airplane.
Following a revlew of the study results, it was reasoned that
turbofans in this class would be applicable to future military
primary traine_s. Furthermore, military sponsorship of small tur-
bofan development could hasten their availabillty to general
aviation. Therefore, a follow-on study (ref. ]) was formu]atJd to
investigate turbofan-powered primary trainer designs for future
military undergradu:ite pilot t_aining. Ag._in, extensive parametric
analyses were per[o_ ned for four candidate airplane configurations.
The airplanes were designed t_) provide [_erformance th,_t ]s ,{u[J__.r-
Lot to existing primlry traiI_,._rs in the military fleets, ,ind c)ther
! _ _ | , i .
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conceptual designs that had been reported. Of the several
advantages of turbofan propulsion evidenced in this study, the
potential savings in fuel were thought to be most important. A
reduction in cruise fuel consumption of about 80 percent was pre-
dicted for the most efficient of the four trainer designs over the
current USAF turbojet-powered primary trainer. In addition, the
designs addressed a comprehensive list of mission, performance,
configuration, and equipment requirements that would make the new
trainer substantially more versatile than the current trainer.
Despite these improvements, the gross weight of the smallest of
the conceptual designs was about half that of the current trainer.
This trainer size solution confirmed the potential for high
commonality between civil and military variants of small turbofans.
The turbofan for a single-engine trainer w_s only negligibly
different in thrust level and core size from the civil engine
solution in the first study. "Best" cycle quality solutions for
each application were essentially the saile. For the twin-engine
trainer, the engine size was appropriate for use on smaller civil
twins or single-engine light airplanes.
Synthesis sensitivity and trade-off analyses were used to
optimize the trainer designs, and Cessna Aircraft Company was
engaged under subcontract to provide design review and consulta-
tion services. With the design credibility thus enhanced, and
significant advantages identified for turbofan propulsion, the
applicability of small civil turbofans to military airplanes was
substantially confirmed.
With the encouraging results of the first two studies in hand,
it remained to be shown that turbofan propulsion was technically
responsive to the lowest size and performance classes of general
aviation airplanes. It was also thought necessary that the gas
turbine cost })roblem be resolved. Therefore, additional studies
were conducted of the lowest cost and [)erformanc< (but }lighest
_roduction) generol-aviation single-engine aircrlft, if these
,]irplane.s could achieve a c_<)od })alanc(- • <Jr! })(:rf<)rmanc_." _[_,lalities
with operating cost characteristics commensurate with current
,_iston-cngine o.irpl,lnes, the [Jotential for }li{]}<-produc_tion would
<;xist. if this conc(:})t were to inclu<l _ (,',',g[n,:_in{l airplane:; over
,_ broad range of size and [)erformanc{_ c[,_s_{e_, cost _,;n{_.[it_
could be i(l(:ntiEied that may (2ventually pi,_ce t_irb()fan costs ()n a
[)ar with },iston engine costs, l,in,lilT, wit}1 ih; [.,qmrov,-_m_2nLs in
social (iualities _ind s,lf,_.t,/-(_rient{._d f,lctor';, t().j,;t]_,_ '.,;[t}_ l_:_Idily
[dentil [,l})l(_ })ro(!uct ,,n_ancem<2nt ',_.__tllI_;'._, tur})_}f_n; ,_r,) [nd,_,_,l
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The _ stld]" resalts i,r_sented in this report show that, when
combined with • high lu,_lity wing, turbofa:, [_ropulsion can yield
lighter _n,] =<_r._. _f'.:Jient _irplanes at overall i_erformance levels
comparabl<' to .->:ist'-':! piston-D owered airplanes. The initial t]sk
in the st]J-" ,,_t_ fL:{_, to quantify the acceptable performance
level o! ,._._'h _: t:_,_, t}'pe a'.:_mined. Recognizin'] that price and
;jerfor=ance _.r.: b)l:_] t)jcther, the bes_ balance is determined by
acceptant,_ • in th_ :_rketp!ace. The bes_ sellmrs :n each :l,lss are
those wnlch have ]chlJved the best balance. Therefore, t%l._ me_h_d
employed for selectin3 i_erformance and utilit]' paraneters !or rite
study airiJlanes was to identify' the val_es that characterize t._e
most popu:.ar a=rplanes in each class.
Concept_l designs we_-e evaluated for three light si:-lles _n
the classes that experience highest prod_ction: _ two -so_-
utility/trainer, a fo_ir-seat utility airplane, an:i a folr-s_-_
high performance tyre. Each design was subjected to par _<_tr_s
analysis to define the interrelationships between i_ro',_a!s: _n,
aerodynamics, structures, performance, and operating c]st. '?h_,
judging criteria for selecting the final design oarameters w_s
combination of performance capabilities, engine size, airframe
weight, and cruise fuel consumption.
The final results showed more attractive values than were
initially anticipated. For example, the engine needed for the
two-seat trainer, which was expected to be in the 1314 to 1779 N
(300 to 400 ]b) sea level static thrust range, was only 961 N
(216 !b) in the best solution airplane. Similarly, empty and
gross weights and cruise fuel consumption had lower values for
each airplane solution than was expected.
Commonality investigations conducted in the final phase of
the study confirmed that a family of engines could be defined that
is technically responsive to light airplane Rower and performance
requirements. The concert visualizes an engine line that is
derived by successive scaling and uprating of a basic design in
increments appropriate to the size and performance levels
required by the Droject_d airplanes, The many _)otential cost
benefits that this concept yields were seadil7 hlentified, but
could only be partly (]uantified within the lj:<_.te_l scope of this
study.
When the study of ],i<I.ht ,_ingle-eng_ne airptanes and common-
ality benofits was c,,)m_let_d, concl_sions _nd recommcnd_ti{_ns were
drawn from tne results of ]ii three st_/4ies in :he seer [es. 'F}_,,
potential utility of ,nodern turbofans w_s exam[ne,l _cross _ broal
ran_le of }_ower requirements for [eneral avi _tion air[_] _,,',e:{.
Throuqho',_t the studies, com:_rehensive synthesis _n_]yses ",,',_re i;er-
f_)rmed to id<_ntif} ' the best ,.le:_i]n [_r_;p, etcr .y_,ues. 'i'h_;,_, ,,;_ra-
m,_t_i<;s not only .aided the p_(,!_,]l_ion _t]<]ies, bu!: 111ust v _t:d tho
S i_][_ IC l_'t A<IV,IF_t;_JQZ Of neW _[:1 ] 3Ql]{f_]i-_kS [l]'/,';]tl [ _ ': ] _ II _t!i,''
7
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NASA programs. The investigations also benefited from the
encouragement and technical assistance provided by light airplane
manufacturers, notably Cessna Aircraft Company.
In concluding that turbofans are %echnically applicable to
general aviation classes where they are not now available, spe-
cific reco_nendations are made for go-forward programs. _ecessary
investigative, research, and experimental programs are recommended
that would identify, develop, and demonstrate the required tech-
nology. The intended goal is to extend to future light airplanes,
the benefits that have accrued from the near-universal adoption
of turbofan propulsion for military, commercial, and high-
performance business aircraft.
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SYMBOLS
AR
BPR
Btu
oC
C D
CDi
CD wet
C
L
CL MAX
c
1
Cl max
cI/C d
Cp
CU
EPNdB
e
oF
F
f/a
FAR
FI%
fpm
ft
Fsls
Aspect ratio
Bypass ratio
British thermal unit
Degrees Celsius
Drag coefficient
Induced drag coefficient
Drag coefficient referenced to the wetted area
Lift coefficient
Maximum airplane lift coefficient
Section lift coefficient
Maximum section lift coefficient
Section lift-to-drag ratio
Specific heat of air at cDnstant pressure
Customary units
Effective perceived noise level
Oswald efficiency factor
Degrees Fahrenheit
Engine thrust, N (ibf)
Fue].-air ratio
Federal Aviation Regulations
Net thrust, N (ibf)
Feet per minute
Feet
Sea level static thrust, N (ibf)
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F/W_
,i
g
gal
hp
hr
J
oK
k
kg
km/h
kt
L
ibf
ibm
m
MAC
rain
mm
mpg
mph
N
Ng
n. mi.
P
SYMBOLS (NTD)
Engine specific thrust per unit airflow,
N-s/kg [ibf/(ibm/sec)]
Acceleration of gravity
Gallon
Horsepower
Hour
Joules and work conversion factor 775
Degrees Kelvin
Thousand
Kilogram
Kilometers per hour
Knot
Length
Pound(s) force
Pound(s) mass
Meter
Mean Aerodynamic Chord
Minute
Millimeter
Miles per gallon
Miles per hour
Newton
Ga_ generator rotational speed, rpm
Nautical miles
Pressure, ib per sq ft
353-9 °
PR
psf
psi
q
o R
R
S
__m
sls
sec
Swet
T
TIT
TAS
TSFC
AT
U
V
a
V
s
W
W
W/S
']p
SYMBOLS (CONTD)
Pressure ratio
Pounds per squa:e foot
Pounds per square inch
Dynamic pressure
Degrees Rankine
Reynolds number
Wing area, sq m (sq ft)
Statute mile
Sea level static
Second
Wetted area, sq m (sq ft)
Temperature, °K (°F or °R)
Turbine Inlet Temperature
True airspeed, knots
Thrust specific fuel consumption, kg/N-hr [(ibm/hr)/Ibf)]
Temperature change
Rotational velocity, m/sec, (fps)
Axial velocity
Airplane stall speed, km/h (mph)
Weight, kg (Ibm)
Watt
Wing loading, kg/m 2 (Ibm/ft 2)
Efficiency (actual work/ideal work)
Propulsive efficiency
9
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SYMBOLS (CONTD)
Turbine work factor (gJcp_T/U 2)
Flow coefficient (Va/U)
Compressor work coefficient (gJCp_T/U 2)
ADF
GASP
IFR
ISA
NAVCOM
SI
VFR
ACRONYMS
Automatic Direction Finder
General Aviation Synthesis (Computer) Program
Instrument Flight Rules
International Standard Atmosphere
Navigation and Communication Radio
Systeme Internationale d' Unites
Visual Flight Rules
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PHASE I - PRELIMINARY EVALUATION OF CIVIL LIGHT AIRPLANES
It was demonstrated in the work conducted under NASA Contract
NAS2-6799 that small turbofan engines can provide efficient and
cost-effective propulsion for both high performance civil light
twins and military primary trainers. It was found for these
classes of airplanes that mission-optimized turbofan engines, with
relatively high cost, will pay for themselves in terms of life-
cycle costs because of their low weight, lo%, installed drag, and
low fuel cons'_ption. The purpose of this study was to determine
if this trend exists for smaller and slower single turbofan-
powered airplanes. Two- and four-seat airplanes in trainer,
utility, and high-performance classes were selected for study.
The general characteristics specified at the beginning of the pro-
gram for the study airplanes are given in Table i. However, more
specific guidelines were developed early in the program by review-
ing the performance capabilities of the popular light singles in
current production.
Design-point performance goals for the three study airplanes
were derived in the following manner. Pertinent performance data
was plotted £ro_ a source (ref. 4) that annually publishes reli-
able data on size, power, price, and performance characteristics
for current production airplanes. The parameters chosen for these
plots yielded information that permitted the selection of perform-
ance design points that would be responsive to market demands.
Data that is applicable to the selection of design cruise speed is
illustrated in Figure i. In the plot of cruise speed versus num .°
ber of seats, the lower speed points characteristically represent
low-priced, fixed landing gear, utility airplanes. The higher
speed points are of airplanes with retractable gear, high power,
turbochargers, and inevitablys higher price tags. As shown, the
speeds selected for the study airplanes are representative of
speeds in their intended classes: two-seat trainer, 201 km/h _125
mph); four-seat utility, 241 km/h (150 mph); four-seat high-
performance, 322 km/h (200 mph).
In the plot of speed versus range for light airplanes shown
in Figure 2, both maximum fuel range and maximum cabin-load range
were plotted for each airplane. A high degree of range/payload
tradeoff is typical of light airplane designs. Some of the air-
planes plotted spanned the full width of the envelope, with full
cabins and reduced fuel loads at the left of the envelope, and
full fuel and reduced cabin loads at the right. The range chosen
for each study airplane represents the design-payload range, and
it was assumed that sufficient fuel capacity would be avai!able to
provide maximum-fuel ranges comparable to those of current _ir-
planes in each class.
II
|TABLE i. GENERAL CHARACTERISTICS ESTABLISHED FOR
SINGLE ENGINE STUDY AIRPLANES
Payload/crew, kg
(ib)
Endurance at cruise, hrs
Cruise speed, km/h
(mph)
Altitude, m
(ft)
Field length, m
(ft)
Climb requirements, m/min
(fpm)
Two-Seat
Trainer
181
(400)
161-241
(100-150)
<3048
(i0,000)
610
(2000)
229
(75o)
Four-Seat
Utility
363
(800)
209-290
(130-180)
<3048
(i0,000)
610
(2000)
229
(750)
Four-Seat
High
Performance
363
(800)
4
362-483
(225-300)
4572-7315
(15,000-
24,000)
762
(2500)
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Figure i. - Cruise speed versus seating ca_acity
of single-engine light airplanes
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Preliminary analysis indicated that airfield performance
would have a fundamental effect on several basic engine and air-
plane design considerations, as well as on factors affecting air-
plane size and cost. The analysis showed that at reasonable take-
off distance, wing loading, and wing aspect ratio, the engine
would be sized by the takeoff power required. Furthermore, it
would be essential to define a best balance of the design factors;
otherwise, high cruise fuel consumption could be expected. Cur-
rently produced light singles have minimum field length require-
ments from about 427 m (1400 ft) to abGut 671 m (2000 ft) for
takeoff over a 15 m (50 ft) obstacle. The landing distance is
usually shorter. Based on these considerations, the initial field
length requirement of 610 m (2000 ft) was considered reasonable
for all three study airplanes. Sensitivities to field length was
then examined in the study.
Similar considerations attended the selection of initial
rate-of-climb criteria. At low wing loadings and greater takeoff
distances, engines could be sized by high rate-of-climb require-
ments, with consequences similar to those found in the study of
airfield requirements. Typical rate-of-climb values are between
183 and 366 m/min (600 and 1200 ft/min) for light singles and
appear to be strictly fallout values that resulted from other per-
formance requirements. Again, it was determined that the study
airplanes should exhibit rate-of-climb performance similar to the
current airplanes in their respective classes.
Finally, it is useful to identify power and price classes for
which the study airplanes were intended. When these two important
parameters are plotted, current light singles fall in the envelope
il]ustrated in Figure 3. While the prices designated for the
study airplanes are viable, the location on the power axis of the
figure is academic; they only imply the performance levels con-
ferred on the airplanes by the thrust-rated turbofan engines.
The final performance and design criteria established for the
three study airplanes are listed in Table 2. It should be pointed
out that these values are not goals. In the study, they are
treated as requirements with attractive values of solution air-
plane sizes and predicted costs being the actual goals.
Baseline Two-Seat Utility/Trainer Airplane
In the past, two-seat airplanes were popularly associated
with sport flying or low-cost VFR touring. They were rarely con-
sidered as appropriate business transportatiox., and their signi-
ficance as tools for flight instruction was E_ore or less inciden-
tal in their initial design and early development. These concepts
of what a two-seat airplane is or can be are now being revised.
Most two-seaters, and many four-seaters are being sold to flying
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TABLE 2. FINAL PER_'OLMANCE AND DESIGN CRITERIA
ESTABLISHED FOR STUDY AIRPLANES
Design payload, kg
(Ib)
Maximum payload, kg
(ib)
Design cruise speed,
km/h
(mph)
Design cruise altitude,
m
(ft)
Design range, km
(sin)
Takeoff disea_ce _..
15 m (50 ft), m
(ft)
Sea level rate of
climb, m/min
(fpm)
Two-Seat
Trainer
181
(4OO)
181
(400)
201
(125)
2286
Four-Seat
Utility
272
(600)
363
(800)
241
(150)
3048
Four-Seat
High
Performance
272
(600)
363
(800)
322
(200)
3048
(7500)
643
(400)
<610
(:2000)
>204
(>670)
(i0,000)
885
(s5o)
610
(2OOO)
>256
(>840)
(i0,000)
1287
(800)
610
(2000)
>335
(>ii00)
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schools, where they are flown as many as 1200 demanding hours per
year. Many are now purchased by businessmen who recognize the
time-value factor and actual fuel savings (versus automobiles)
on business trips of a few hundred miles. Few airplanes are pur-
chased primarily for sport flying. In recognition of these mar-
keting factors, the study airplanes were addressed to utilitarian
roles where the advantages of turbofan propulsion weigh heavily.
In view of its use, the modern airplane should be rugged,
easily serviced and maintained, and capable of carrying an
adequate complement of IFR in,trumentation and avionics without
impairing range and payload. Configuration aspects such as cabin
size and visibility should enhance funcUion and utility rather
than style. The engine should have minimal servicing require-
ments and the potential for high overhaul time, or should utilize
"on-condition" maintenance to minimize the engine-reserves ope[a-
ring cost increment. Engine size and resultant airplane per-
formance should be restrained to just adequate values, recognizing
that fuel consumption will be a large cost factor in high-
utilization-rate operations. These considerations influenced the
initial definition work in the following ways. Care was taken in
airframe structural weight calibrations to assure that weight was
available for appropriately "ruggedized" components. A "standard"
equipment weight was specified that included dual controls, and
basic I_R equipment such as full instrumentation, gyros, trans-
ponder _;, nav-com radio. A i14 cm (45 in.) width side-by-side
cabin was ucipulated for ample elbow room as well as for handling
and stowing charts and manuals. A design range was specified so
that with a full cabin and adequate equipment, meaningful IFR
cross-c_un, _° training could be done. A modest engine cycle was
chosen to permit conservative long-life mechanical design without
significantly penalizing weight. Reasonable takeoff and climb
performance targets were established to minimize engine size and
fuel consumption.
Airplane configuration and synthesis modeli_. - The General
Aviation synthesis Program (GASP) was an inva--luable tool throughout
the turbofan study. The function of GASP is to synthesize a
"solution" airplane that incorporates all design data inputs and
satisfies all performance and mission stipulations. It permits the
synergistic or compounding effects of a large number of variables
to be examined, thus making sensitivity and tradeoff analyses
economical. In turn, it makes identification of "best" design
parameters possible. The program was designed to be both compre-
hensive and flexible, with provisions for extensive modeling and
"calibration" inputs. Although the program can synthesize a solu-
tion airplane from a very sketchy model, the better defined the
model is, the better the designer's intent is reflected in the
solution. In the case of the two-seat trainer, |_articular
qualities were sought that required a well defined model ,_nd care
18
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in selection of program inputs. Thus, in several cases, use of
built-in program values based on generalized correlation data was
avoided _hile values reflecting more specific design criteria were
adopted.
In modeling the two-seat design, many detailed configuration-
oriented evaluations were performed. These included layouts,
sketches and calculations. The basic configuration evolved from
this work; e.g., the single-engine, high-wing, monoplane with a
"V" tail. This configuration was selected in order to place the
engine at a best location on the airplane. To maximize installed
efficiency and performance, the engine should be located above
and midway along the fuselage tail cone with the inlet occurring
approximately in the plane of the wing trailing edge. This will
permit the exhaust to pass between the "V" tail members. Because
the engine thrust axis is above the airplane center of pressure,
the pitching moment trim drag and trim change with power level is
minimized by a high wing configuration. This yields a center of
pressure nearest the high thrust axis. In the case of a fixed
landing gear configuration, with the high drag component occurring
low on the airplane, the high wing location is considered essential.
Two additional considerations attend this choice. They are visi-
bility and center of gravity shift with cabin load variation.
Trainers that spend significant portions of their flight time in
VFR airport traffic patterns must have good visibility.
In typical two-seaters, with the wing leading edge forward of
the pilot's eyes, both low and high wing locations compromize
visibility; high wings in in-bound pattern turns, and low wings on
straight and level pattezn legs. The forward wing location is
necessitated by the center of gravity shift that occurs when the
wing center of lift is substantially offset from the center of
gravity of the cabin occupants. The criterion selected for the
s:udy airplane was that the aft center of gravity shift be no
greater than i0 percent of MAC when occupant load is reduced from
136 kg (300 ib) to 45 kg (i00 ib). This would elimina5e the need
for a nose-down trim change when a heavy instructor turned an
airplane over to a light student for a solo flight. It is accom-
plished by limiting the offset between occupant cg and the 25 per-
cent of MAC point to 25.4 cm (i0 in.). The coDiiguu_tion that
best meets all requirements is a forward-swept wing, with an eye-
level vertical location, there only wing thickness subtends
visibility, and the thickness may be made to "disappear" by rais-
ing or lowering eye level. With fixed eye position, the wing
loot thickness was calculated to subten_ a visual a_c o[ about 15
degrees, and the tip thickness less than 2 degrees. A desirable
feature of the forward-swept wing is that the wing spar can pass
through the cabin well aft of the occupants, which would permit
the reduction of customary f_selage depth and frontal area.
Several recently designed aircraft i,_corpcrate an eye-l(_vei,
forward-swept wing c Jntiguration. These include the Bell _]-i5,
Saab MFT-15, the Flugzeugbau AWI-2 Fantrainer, and a number of
hie[. performance sailplanes.
19
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i0 aspect ratio constant chord wing was selected for the
baseline model, using the NASA GA(W)-I section described in
References 5 and 6. This section has a 17-percent thickness/
chord ratio, a large leading edge "radius", and high camber in the
leading edge region that contributes to the section's high Clmax
property. A desirable performance feature of this section is its
high Cl/C d, or lift/drag ratio, in the c I = 1.0 _egion of the
polar. While slngle-engine climb performance of a twin-engine
airplane can be greatly improved with this section, it can also
be beneficial to a single turbofan engine airplane by significantly
reducing engine size for a specified climb performance capability.
It was confirmed in initia] synthesis analysis that, with the
engine sized for adequate takeoff and climb performance, a sub-
stantially reduced power settinq was required for 201 km/h (]25
mph) cruise, resulting in a high value of specific fuel consump-
tion. Thus, the smallest possible engine size for takeoff ana
climb would result in a higher cruise power setting and lower fuel
consumption.
Consistent with the earlier studies, ful± span Fowler flaps
were chosel- for the model. This requires that spoilers be used
for roll control. S_nce this combination has not been used on
light aircraft together with the GA(W)-I section, it is the sub-
ject of analytical and fllght research programs conducted by NASA.
The higher CLmax afforded by this wing formu a permits a large
reduction in wing area for a desired stalling speed. This in turn
permits optimization of wing loading for maximum cruise efficiency.
As demonstrated in previous turbofan studies, the synergistic
effects of this optimization results in remarkably reduced values
of solution airplane size and fuel consumption.
In the initial cont guration analysis, it was found that the
conventional 6.00 X 6 landing gear wheel v;ould create excessive
drag. With fi_ed landing gear, it would account for more than
25 percent of the total airplane cruise drag. In order to reduce
frontal area without appreciably reducing the rolling radius, the
15.24 cm (6 in.) _im diameter can be retained, and the width
reduced to 11.18 cm (4.4 in.). The lighter gross weight antici-
pated for the turbofan airplane would then result in footprint
pressure equal to current airplanes of similar capability. In
addition, nose gear drag can be substantially reduced by partially
r-cessing the nose gear in the fuselage. This can easily be accom-
plished on a turbofan airplane since there is no need to maintain
propeller-to-ground clearance. Lighter gear, better ground ban-
dling, and ste[_less cabln access are additional benefits [_rovidcd
by the reduced height. To reduce d_ag further, it was assumed that
both the nose and main wh_;els were closely faired with a damage
re_ist]nt mater_al such as the high-_mpact polypr(_[)y]ene p[_istic
2()
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currently used in motorcycle fenders and automobile wheel wells.
The combined effect of these drag reduction efforts was to
reduce gear drag to about i0 percent of the total profile drag of
the airplane,
One further drag reduction stipulation was made that would
provide a small but useful advantage. It is generally conceded
that normal light aircraft design and manufacturing practice
precludes the attainment of laminar flow over all foil surfaces.
Although the GA(W)-I section was not intentionallf designed for
it, test data indicates that at low Reynolds number a large amount
of laminar flow did exist on the smooth test section. In fact,
test data taken at R = 2 X 106 showed that at the design lift
coefficient, the drag coefficient for the smooth (natural boundary
layer transition) s>ction test was about half that obtained with
an artificial roughness stri_ applied at eight _ _rcent of the
chord. By coincidence, the study airplane's wing Reynolds number
is 2 million at the design cruise point, with a 67 cm (2.2 ft)
chord. This potential for useful dr lg ±eduction should not be
ignored. Furthermore, in the absence cf turbulent propeller wake,
the tail surfaces and portions of the fuselage could have some
lal_inar flow if the surfaces were smooth, it was determined that
a modest drag reduction increment of about 15 percent could be
given to the study airp!ane if it were assumed that relatively
smooth construction was pussible. Anticipating that the solution
airplane would have a wing chord of about 61 cm (2 ft) and tail
surface chords even less, it can be assumed that relatively thick
aluminum _kins can be employed without a great weight penalty.
With closely spaced, adhesive bonded rib construction, the use of
spanwise stiffeners and rivets can be avoided. Thus, a smooth
wave-free surface should be possible from the leading edge to the
main spar. References 7 and 0 contain descriptions of the methods
employed and results obtained with this configuration in one light
airplane design. Photographs in these references show the proto-
type to have wave-free mirror-like surfaccs.
Aside from the r,-]atively novel constructio_ _ em[Jloyed to
assure comparatively smooth skins, n() furth{_r deviations from con-
ventional ligIlt aircraf_ practice were' ._._sum_d. (;ASP weight cali-
brations were taken from a tyi,ical, hi,]il i,r_)ductb,n, tw()-scat
light airplane. A normal turl)c)fan it,stalL ition <-._,i(_:it[<ictor was
used, with no airframe structural w(,[gilt a,lvantag,_ assumed for
decreased torque and vibration, q'he wing w,:ight ca [ibri_t [on was
checked with use of sever,t[ })r_:liiilin_x'/ wii_g w(-igilt :orm'a[;is to
assure accuracy. This included the {;[f,:_'t ,,[ 10 d,;_3r_2,_.so[ [(_r-
ward sweep. As described })rev[ousl'[, a du.ll control, If'I<
"standard" equi}nnc'I_t w, ig}_t w,_; :{_,l_,(:t,I, ,_i(i : ; il_t, i,_:;s_n,Jer,
and baggage weig|_t ,_t 18] k,l i,l{_ II_] w_,_ s[ ....'Lf _,,,i. ',::_!!_ this
initial definition "f t_,_' tw_-';,'_t tr_n_'r i:l,_d_,],:,,m_l, :,',I, tl_,;
turbofan ,_i_,jin._ [),.,l;[()r'ii,_n,:'_., iu(}_b,I w _:: '. 1",.; _;,'([.
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Baseline engine definition and performance analysis. - The
definl_n of a "best" or most responsive modern aircraft propul-
sion system has become an extremely technical, highly competitive,
expensive, time-consuming task. This description applies, of
course, to the definition of both military and commercial trans-
port engines. For these applications, the interrelationships
between the propulsion system and the aircraft are determined
through extensive analyses as the synergistic and compounding
effects of the propulsion system become known. In nearly all
military and commercial applications, the modern turbofan engine
in an appropriate design ani cycle has been found to have the
highest overall propulsion system efficiency, and the greatest
cost-effectiveness.
In the initial phase of these general aviation turbofan
studies, work was done to show why this superiority has come
about. The elements of overall propulsion system efficiency were
identified, and methods were developed that permitted the ele-
nlents to be quantified. It was shown that by properly selecting
fan and core jet pressure ratios, a maximum net propulsive effi-
ciency may be obtained for any flight speed. It was also shown
that relatively modest gas turbine cycles can provide net thermal
efficiencies equal to those of !igbt airplane piston engines. It
was ascertained that gas turbines do not suffer the drag penalties
attendant to cooling piston engines. Although the aircraft gas
turbine was described as the smallest and lightest heat engine,
proof of the effects of this attribute was left to aircraft
synthesis analysis. Additional analysis has shown that, although
the propulsion system weight of a typical piston-powered light
airplane constitutes only about one-fifth of the airplane gross
weight, through synergistic effects about one-third of the total
airplane drag can be charged to lifting and propelling the propul-
sion system "weight". With an equivalent-power, lightweight tur-
bofan, this penalty falls to less than ]0 percent of total air--
plane drag.
The foregoing brief perspective is given to ensure tnat the
principles employed in defining the baseline two-seat trainer
engine are understood. From this, it should be apparent that high
technology in the normal gas turbine context is not necessarily
required to assure a superior propulsion system for light air-
planes. For example, a high, state-of-the-art turbine inlet
temperature_ that would shrink the core engine, would yield little
auditional benefit when the core will weigh only about 11.3 kg
(25 ib), with a modest temperature. Similarly, a high cycle pres-
sure ratio would yield little additional benefit when_this 201
km/h (125 mph) airplane would achieve nearly 8502 km,_m 3 (20 mpg)
with a low pressure ratio. Every engine design _arameter
22
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W_ considered in this context when formulating the baseline.
Initial cost, overhaul life, maintainability, and reliability
were additional factors given qualitative consideration in defi-
ning the baseline cycle.
The initial design point cycle selected for the baseline
engine is listed in Table 3. Of the parameters listed, selection
of a best fan pressure ratio is perhaps most important, although
it is most difficult to prove why it is best. With respect to the
engine itself, the fan has the following significance. If the
engine had no fan at all (i.e., if the engine were a turbojet
having the same thrust level), it would be lightest, least costly
and have the least installed drag. But of course, propulsive
efficiency at 201 km/h (125 mph) would be so low chat cruise fuel
consumption would be unsatisfactory. When a fan is added, the
lower the fan pressure ratio the higher the bypass ratio becomes,
resulting in greater weight, cost, and installed drag. However,
propulsive efficiency improves, which reduces fuel consumption.
Obviously, a best fan pressure ratio is a compromise between
these extremes. A pressure ratio of 1.15 was chosen in deference
to engine weight, cost, and drag as the highest value that would
yield a satisfactory cruise fuel consumption. It must be pointed
out that the resultant propulsive efficiency is only about 50 per-
cent. It should also be noted that this value differs very little
from the "net" propulsive efficiency of a light airplane propeller.
Propeller efficiency is not propulsive efficiency, nor is pro-
pulsive efficiency, as applicable to airplane performance analysis,
V
defined by the momentum derived equation, _p - V + AV" The only
propulsive efficiency that is meaningful in performance analysis is
that given by dividing the net work supplied to the airplane in
flight by the work supplied to the propulsor, whether propeller,
jet nozzle, or both. In the case of turbojets, net propulsive
efficiency Ls easily calculated, whereas for propellers it is
nearly impossible.
The efflux from a pL'opeller is not the homogeneous stream
tube visualized in momentum or actuator disk theory of propeller
action. As blade-element and vortex theories clearly show, the
wake consists of flow havinq high i_ressure and velocity gradients,
accompanied by swirl and vorticity. The non-unif()rmit[es existing
in propeller-wake flow are described by theoreti(-al analyses and
photographic illustrati,_ns in .l recent })a|)er discussing c:onteml)o-
rary propeller theory (R(_f. 9). These non-uniformities give
pro_._ellers their charactc: istic boat and snarl nc_ise siqnatures.
A large part ()I_ a sir,,;[_, unL)in_, light li_},l.,n,, "_ ['t"{" [n thi.'_
pulsing, swirling, turbul_nt w_,ke, which il]cr(,_l:;_,._not (,r]Ly |,r_-
file drag, but indu(:_,(l ,h,_<_ .,s w,,l]. The mass _w,r,_,je "<_" ]ncre,lse
implied by the thrust gez_,'r,lt,'d t._;c_,m[,,ir,lttw,[',' sin, ill. 'l'h_, swiLI
2_
TABLE 3. DESIGN POINT CYCLE SELECTED FOR BASELINE
TWO-SEAT TRAINER ENGINE
At design point: 201 km/h- 2286 m
(125 mph- 7500 ft)
Initial size 400N (90 ib thrust at 90-percent power setting)
Fan pressure ratio
Core pressure ratlo
Cruise turbine inlet temperature
Takeoff turbine inlet temperature
Bypass ratio
1.15
4.00
815.6°C (1500oF)
954.4°C (1750OF)
Optiml_ for minim_1
TSFC (a£_[_rox. 10)
...... i
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and vorticity effects generate adverse flow circulations and sepa-
zations. Those separations occuring in the area of wing roots
cause adverse lift and drag increments due to span loading changes
outside the wake, thereby decreasing the airplane (or Oswald) effi-
ciency factor "e", and increasing induced drag. In addition,
propeller normal forces that develop when the propeller is opera-
ting at an effective angle of attack produce a drag force compo-
nent. If the propeller is driven by a piston engine, the power
required and drag incurred to cool the engine must also be
accounted for. In order to have a useful value of propeller or
propulsive efficiency, these effects must be acknowledged and sub-
tracted from the apparent pro_eller efficiency, yielding a "net"
propulsive efficiency. First, of course, the effects must be
quantified. The work of August Raspet, who quantified the result-
ant total effects on one re[,rusentative light airplane, was cited
in the initial general aviation turbofan study report. The losses
accounted for were shown to debase propeller efficiency from over
80 percent to approximately 50 percent.
In a properly executed turbofan installation, the wake effects
that penalize a propeller do not exist. The only analogous losses
are the inlet and exhaust duct internal pressure losses, which are
fully accounted for in engine performance analysis and are
reflected in specific thrust and specific fuel consumption values.
Thus, while the fan pressure ratio chosen for the baseline engine
results in substantial loss of jet kinetic energy and lower than
attainable propulsive efficiency, the penalty is not extraordinary
when the comparison is made with "net" propeller efficiency.
The baseline engine aerodynamic component design and effi-
ciency assessments were iterated a number of times with design
point cyc]e analysis and initial airplane thrust requirements. At
a design point cruise thrust requirement of only 356 to 400 N
(80 to 90 ib), the engine components are comparatively small, and
the component efficiencies are very size -sen:{tive over small
ranges of corrected flow. The design [Joint cycl_ analyses were in
the form of par,uuetrics, wherein the effects of (lesign parameter
variations on com[_onent sizes and engine perforn_ance specifics
were evaluated. The design p()int was taken a!_ the airplane design
cruise condition, 20l km/h (125 mph) at 228_ n (7500 ft) altitude.
A design point thrust ()f 400 V (90 [b) .it 90 [_ercunt [_ower lew_l
was chosen. Taken fr()m parametric an,l[ysis r_sults, Figure 4 shows
the effects of |),/[)ass rat[() and turbine [nlt_t teml)_ratur_ on
(,ngi,le slJec ific thrust and s})ecif;[(: [ut,[ consum[_t[_)n. With th{:
fan pressure rat[t) c()nstant at _..I 5, th._ l;()tl,)m _)r z(:r() 51_)]_]
points on the TSFC curves ar_ c,}lls[(|<_[od _)})t,im_m by},ass rati{)s at
each turbine [nlet t.em}2cratdr<_, by [,r,)j,:ctin,] t i1(,_;,'minimum '['_{I.'C
[t f(,Ii()w_ th('_l _.h,lt :_},,,(:i I i(" _.t_]5<2:_t. ()_ ,_|1 ():,til:li z,"[ _,11,j _11_2 i:; ,l
'ltDcti()l! ()[ (_lIl [,15_,:4_¢:11:_" I-,ttL<), ll,)t _:lll)lll_' 111 |''t- %., 1:112_[ tt_.lr_'.
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Figure 4. - TSFC and specific thrust versus turbine
inlet temperature and bypass ratio at a
fan pressure ratio of 1.15.
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at the zero-slope point with turbine inlet temperature constant
at 815.6°C (1500°F) is shown in Figure 5. Also illustrated in this
figure is the comparatively small improvement in TSFC that results
from improved propulsive efficiency as fan pressure ratio is
reduced. The 2.5 percent improvement offered by reducing the
baseline design to i.i0 pressure ratio would drive the optimum
bypass ratio from 9.5 to about 14, and would result in a larger,
heavier engine. The greatest effect, however, would be on engine
complexity and cost. At 14 bypass ratio, the number of fan-
driving turbine stages would be doubled, or a reduction gear sys-
tem would be required between the fan and its turbine. Figure 6
shows that the lower fan pressure ratio would have little effect
on core corrected airflow and its physical size, but the fan
would be about 20 percent larger due to the 30 percent reduction
in specific thrust. It has been shown in the previous small tur-
bofan study reports that the principle effect of turbine inlet
temperature on a turbofan cycle is to "size" the core. (Ref. 1
and 3). Figure 7 again illustrates this effect. With fan pressure
ratio constant at ].15, the core inlet corrected airflow is shown
to vary significantly with turbine inlet temperature. The zero
slope points on these curves are nearly coincident in bypass ratio
with minimum TSFC points and therefore, represent the best energy
split between the fan and core jets.
With component efficiencies sensitive to size, several
analyses were performed to evaluate efficiency effects on per-
formance and matching. Figure 8 shows various effects of core
compressor efficiency. For maximum benefit from two points of
efficiency improvement, the best match point occurs at higher by-
pass ratio. In this case, specific thrust would remain constant
and the core would be smaller.
Following parametric cycle analysis, initial airplane drag
analyses were completed. It was determined that the engine would
be sized by the requirements of takeoff distance and rate-of-climb.
The solution engine size was expected to be between 890 and 1112 N
(200 and 250 ib) thrust at sea-level static conditions. This,
together with design point cycle analysis, permitted a finaliza-
tiort of component preliminary designs, efficiency and loss assess-
men_s, and the preparation of the off-design performance model.
The component designs selected for the baseline engine are
entirely state-of-the-art with respect to configurations, loading
c[iteria, and estimated efficiencies. The small size, in terms
of corrected airflow, is the most notable characteristic of each
component. Each component was tailored to achieve a best balance
of spool efficiency and attendant cost-driving factors.
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The fan s[_ool consists of the fan and a three-stage turbine.
The principle Ocsign problem in this spool was achieving the
minimum number of turbine stages, while retaining high component
efficiencies. It was also desirable to avoid the use of speed-
reduction gearing. At a bypass ratio of 9.5, the problem is
extremely difficult since the turbine must be close-coupled to
the core turbine exit in order to avoid inter-turbine ducting.
The resulting small turbine diameter provides a low rotational
velocity, thus, requiring either a large number of stages or high
turbine work factors. It was found that by designing the fan for
higher than optimum speed, an efficient three-stage turbine design
was possible. Lower hub/tip ratio, h:jher tip speed, and higher
axial velocity are fan design compromises. For the combination of
values chosen, the penalty to fan efficiency was judged to be
small, and spool efficiency and cost-effectiveness was thought to
be near optimum.
The core spool consists of a four-stage compressor and a tip-
shrouded, single-stage turbine. Again, maximizing the efficiency
and cost-effectiveness of the spool was given top priority. The
multi-stage compressor, while providing little efficiency advan-
tage over a single centrifugal stage, does however, yield a sub-
stantially lower rotor speed. This, in turn, permits incorporation
of a turbine tip shroud that significantly improves turbine effi-
ciency. A further benefit of the lower speed is the easing of
mechanical design difficulties attendant to achieving the desired
two-frame, four-bearing engine configuration. With larger bearing,
seal, and disk bore diameters, the fan-spool shaft is sufficiently
large and stiff to be carried on two bearings while maintaining the
required critical speed margins. In addition, uprating of the
core spool can be accomplished by zero staging and increasing rotor
speed up to the higher limits imposed by the mechanical design con-
straints. This is an important factor in the high-commonality
family concept addressed in the final phase of the study.
The combustor design was given sufficlent _ttention to assure
that normal design loading criteria were not exceeded, and that
th_ reverse-flow annular configuration chosen was entirely comi_at-
il le with the engine configuration. In reviewing the state of
c_mbustor uesign and development, it _as found that _ high confi-
dence level exists in the ability to achieve emission levels that
meet future social requirements. Combustor technology developments,
relative to emissions reduction are discussed further in th_
Chemical Emissions and Noise Analyses section of this red,oft.
L
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For the small turbofan engines defined in this study, it is
expected that the EPA emission standards can be met following
suitable development. Because of the very small combustor sizes,
HC and CO emissions aresa_l__d a Sin I re-
because both cycle pres u
+ are low. NO. emissions should be a lesser problem.
tures selec_ed . _ • _ ..... --_ comb_stor component
Although a preclse _e_lnl%lon o_ z_qux_
design is lacking, it is xpected that compliance can be accom-
plished without impairing engine performance or operating safety.
The fan and core exhaust ducts and jet nozzles _ere the last
engine components examined in detail. The principle loss mech-
anisms in turbofan exhaust systems are d_ct wall friction and
momentum loss due to flow turning. In low bypass ratio turbofans,
the annular height of the bypass duct is small, which results in
low hydraulic radius and high friction losses. To minimize this
effect, the fan exit flow is usually diffused to a lower Mach num-
ber, then reacce!erated at the jet nozzle. The resulting expan-
sion and contraction losses are lower, however, than the friction
losses accompanying the higher flow Mach n_mber.
For the high by?ass ratio engines of this study, it was deter-
mined tha_ a short, annular bypass duct with no diffusion and
minimal flow turning wo_ld provide minimum internal losses. A
similar configuration, incorporating a center body or plug, was
chosen for the core exhaust nozzle. While internal losses are
small with this system, nacelle afterbody friction and pressure
d[_g become an additive loss chargeable to the engine. Extensive
analysis and model testing would be zeq_ired to define optimum
geometry for the configuration selected. Although engine per-
formance was found to be very sens__ve to duct losses and nozzle
velocity coefficients, conservative val_es were used in engine
performance analt si.- reflecting current uncertainties in low-
pressure-ratio nozzle design.
Table 4 lists the design point pressure ratios, ef_iciencies,
and losses assumed for the baseline two-seat trainer engine [_er-
[ormance analysis ComE, fete off-design performance was calculated
and converted to _,._P input format. Representative values of
thrust, specific fuel _onsumption, and airflow are given in Table
5, at the engine size ce'lui red by the best GA_' sol_tion airplane.
A }_reiiminary design layout that _as _reL _ared for the four-
seat utility air_lane engine pr_,videi the basis for the wei,lht
estimate of the trainer en]ine. The Ga[c_ll]te<l wei]ht of 27.7 k 1
(61 iD) includes, in _ddition to the basic engine wei]ht, the
weight of the st]rter-._ener_tc_r, the by[}ass duct, and the let
nozzles. The envei<)[_e {limensi{)ns of the two-seat tr_,i::er engine
, L--I " ' I" J I i I
I I I I
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TABLE 4. DESIGN POINT PRESSURE RATIOS, EFFICIENCIES AND
LOSSES ASSUMED FOR THE TWO-SEAT TRAINER TURBO-
FAN CYCLE
inlet pressure recovery
Fan pressure ratio
Fan efficiency
Core compressor pressure ratio
Core compressor efficiency
Combustor pressure loss
Combustor efficiency
Core turbine efficiency
Core spool mechanical efficiency
Inter-turbine duct pressure loss
Fan turbine efficiency
Fan spool mechanical efficiency
Core exhaust pressure loss
Core jet nozzle velocity coefficient
Fan exhaust duct pressure loss
Fan jet nozzle velocity coefficient
Accessory power
Net thrust production margin
0.995
1.150
0.885
4.000
0.770
0.040
0.980
0.8_0
0.980
O.0O5
0.870
1.000
0.015
0.970
0.015
0.970
745.7 w
(I.0 hp)
0.060
_4
TABLE 5. REPRESENTATIVEPERFORMANCEVALUES FOR THE
TWO-SEATTRAINER TURBOFAN
SLS thrust (i)
SLS TSFC (1)
SLS airflow (i)
Design point thrust (I, 2)
Design point TSFC (1, 2)
Design point airflow (I, 2)
Design point bypass ratio (2)
N
(Ib)
kg/N- h
(ib/h/ib)
kg/s(ib/s)
N
(lb)
kg/_,h(im/h/ib)
kg/s
(ib/s)
961
(216)
0.047
(0.465)
5.94
(13.1)
449
(101)
0.064
(0.640)
5.10
(11.25)
9.5
(1) Standard atmosphere
(2) Design point conditions: 201 km/h, 2286 m
(125 mph, 7500 ft)
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Baseline Four-Seat Utility Airplane
In terms of numbers sold, the four-seat utility airplane is
the most popular. Over 3000 airplanes in this class were produced
in the United States in 1975. In recent years, this class has out-
sold the two-seat utility-trainer and market analysis indicates
that this trend will be permanent. Four-seat utility airplanes
are analogous to the private automobile, which may account for
their increasing popularity. In fact, they challenge the auto-
mobile in both utility and operating economy. Fuel mileage is
directly comparable. Although their initial costs are greater than
those of automobiles, depreciation rates are much less. Thus, over
the useful life of the airplane, total cost of ownership is not
significantly greater. For those whose travel needs justify its
purchase, the payoff for airplane ownership is a reduction in
travel time by a factor of two to three.
By definition, four-seat utility airplanes are those currently
produced with fixed landing gear and 153 to 180 horsepower engines.
Cruise speeds are from 216 km/h (134 mph) to 257 km/hr (160 mph)
over normal ranges of approximately 805 km (500 sla) to 1287 km
(800 sm). Typical cruise fuel consumption is 0.036 m3/h (8 gph)
to 0.050 m3/h (ll gph). With service ceilings under 4572 m
(15,000 ft), normal cruise altitudes are usually less than 3048 m
(I0,000 ft). The sea-level rate of climb capabilities range from
197 m/min (645 fpm) to 259 m/min (850 fpm), and minimum field
length requirements are from 427 m (1400 ft) to 610 m (2000 ft).
Basic IFR instrumentation consisting of dual navcom radios, ADF,
marker beacon receiver, transponder, and dual controls are normal
equipment for this class.
Unlike trainers operated by flying schools, the annual utili-
zation of airplanes in this class ks usually very low, averaging
less than 200-hours per year. Therefore, maintenance, overhaul,
and reliability factors are viewed in a different perspective.
Corrosion, materials aging, and similar time-related deterioration
factors become more important in designing for low operating cost.
Both airframe and engine design is affected. With respect to the
airframe, current design practice satisfactorily addresses the
exigencies of low utilization rate operation. The use of all-
metal structures minimizes airframe maintenance over long periods
and maximizes airframe service life.
The normal r'as turbine design practice of using corrosion-
resistant materials and surface coatings provides an inherent life
advantage over piston engines for airplanes in this class. The
crankcase corrosion problem associated with infrequent piston
engine use is ,voided, and in gas turbines, acid formation in
lubricating oil due to combustion products contamination does not
occur. Thus, tile need for frequent, costly oil changes is greatly
reduced.
39
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In addition to operating economy, the four-seat utility-class
airplane must have comfort, convenience, and operability qual-
ities that are similar to those of automobiles. A spacious, quiet,
and vibration-free cabin is very desirable as are ease of entry
and exit. The practice of fine tuning the stability/controllabil-
ity balance is essential, and uncomplicated power management must
be provided. The need for elaborate loading and balancing proce-
dures should be eliminated. Exceptional visibility is a must,
since in this class, most operations are conducted under VFR condi-
tions by owner/operator pilots.
Airplane qonfi_uration and synthesis modeling. - The baseline
design established for the four-seat utility airplane addressed
the foregoing considerations. The inherent qualities of turbofan
propulsion assures conformance to many of the desirable character-
istics identified. The general configuration was carefully
selected to satisfy the remaining requirements.
The configuration is essentially a "stretched" derivative of
the two-seat trainer. An additional seat row and increased
baggage volume was provided by adding 1.0 m (3.3 ft) to the fuse-
lage length at the plane of maximum cabin cross-section. A prelim-
inary weight and balance calculation showed that the center-of-gravity
jravity would be aft of the front seat row. Therefore, the forward
sweep of the wing could be eliminated and a conventional high-wing
configuration could be adopted. The spar carry-through structure
would then pass conveniently between the seat rows as a small pro-
truding ridge in the cabin ceiling. Pilot visibility is thus
improved over that of the two-seat trainer, and wider doors could
be provided for easy entry to the rear seats.
Other features selected for the two-seat trainer were
retained. Engine location, wing section, flap configuration,
landing gear design, and the "V" tail arrangement were features
found to be satisfactory for the four-seat airplane. Structural
weight and aerodynamic drag calibrations used in GASP were also
retained. It was assumed that greater wing area would be required
due to the substantially higher gross weight expected. The best
wing area would be identified following loading and aspect ratio
studies performed with use of (;ASP. The fixed equipment weight
was increased commensurate with the requirements for added passen-
ger accon_iodations and avionics.
Basellne engine definition and performance anal_is. - The
baselii-_--e]{gine for the four-seat utility airplane is a scaled
deriwitive of the trainer engine. Although the design cruise
speed of the airplane is 20-[_orcent highe _, it was determined that
little benefit would bc_ i:ealiz_'d b/ adjusting the basic cyc]('.
})aram(;t(_rs. While ai2p[()ximatel?" twice as much takeoff thrust anti
40-l,ercent ,ire_It_',: lJlysical en,_ine sLz_' is requir_.'d, it was n()t
(](_¢_(_(1 no=cossar'/ to <llt('r ongin(' c<_m[)()n_nt coal igurati(nls, ll()W-
rc<rF_r, (lue t.¢) til(' Ll]cro<l. c;('{l S iZ." ()f th(] ,lor,Jd'/IldlTli{_' C{)I_ltJ(lll_-'llf, :;,
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their predicted efficiencies were found to be sufficiently greater
to warrant rematching the cycle.
Direct scale-up of the aerodynamic components poses no
problems. Using a linear or dimensional scale factor equal to the
square root of the airflow ratio between engines, the aerodynamic
flow and work coefficients remain essentially constant throughout
the engine. However, the combustor loading values (based on
volume) become lower when scaled by this procedure.
A detrimental effect of direct scale-up is the resulting dis-
proportionate increase in weight due to the cube-square effect.
That is, although the airflow and power increase as the square of
the linear scale factor, the weight increases as the cube. This
effect may be eliminated by holding one of the three dimensions
describing the volume of each structural element constant while
scaling the other two. It has been found that in the small engine
classes this is the general result of manufacturing limitations on
part thickness. Thus, it is possible to hold engine thrust-to-
weight ratio nearly constant across a broad scaling range with few
fundamental design changes.
The design point pressure ratios, efficiencies, and losses
assumed for the baseline four-seat utility engine are listed in
Table 6. The off-design performance calcul_ted for the engine
was input to GASP as a 2095 N (471 Ib) thrust engine to be scaled
to meet the airplane thrust requirements. Representative values
of thrust, specific fuel consumption, and airflow at the size
required by the best GASP solution airplane are given in Table 7.
In preparing the initial design layout of the baseline engine
(see Figure i0), material selections were made and preliminary
stress analysis procedures were used to define the geometry of
major components. Rotating components _,ere sized for 5-percent
higher speed than was required in the initial design to permit
substantial uprating. Most parts, both stationary and rotating,
were designed as precision investment castings. This process was
identified in previous studies as the most economical for small-
engine components. Precision forgings and shell-mold castings
were also incorporated in the design. The use of sheet metal was
limited to the primary and bypass exhaust ducts.
The engine weight estimate of 52.6 kg ([16 lb) was made from
the design layout and includes the start<_r-gcncrator, bypass
duct, iet nozzles, and comp[etc lubricati()n, ignition, and fuel
systems. The engine env(,lope dtm(_nsi()_s are contained in the out-
line drawing (Figure i i).
I I I
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TABLE 6. - DESIGN POINT PRESSURE .RATIOS, EFFICIENCIES AND
AND LOSSES ASSUMED FOR THE FOUR-SEAT UTILITY
TURBOFAN CYCLE
Inlet pressure recovery
Fan pressure ratio
Fan efficiency
Core compressor pressure ratio
Core compressor efficiency
Combustor pressure loss
Combustor efficiency
Core turbine efficiency
Core spool mechanical efficiency
Inter-turbine duct pressure loss
Fan turbine efficiency
Fan spool mechanical efficiency
Core exhaust pressure loss
Core jet nozzle velocity coefficient
Fan exhaust duct pressure loss
Fan jet nozzle velocity coefficient
Accessory power
Net thrust production margin
0.995
1.150
6.894
4.000
0.787
0.040
0.990
0.885
0.980
0.005
0.877
1.000
0.000
0.958
0.005
0.978
745.7 W
(].0 hp)
0.060
42
TABLE 7. - REPRESENTATIVEPERFORMANCEVALUESFOR
FOUR-SEATUTILITY AIRPLANE TURBOFAN
SLS thrust (i)
SLS TSFC (i)
SLS airflow (I)
Design point thrust (i, 2)
Design point TSFC (i, 2)
Design point airflow (1, 2)
Design })oint bypass ratio (I, 2)
N
(ib)
kg/N-h(ib/h/ib)
kg/s(ib/s)
N
(ib)
kg/N-h
(Ib/h/ib)
kg/s(ib/s)
(I)
Standard atmosphere
(2)
Design point conditions: 201 km/h, 2286 m
(125 mph, 7500 ft)
1797
(404)
0.041
(0.402)
11.61
(25.6)
885
(199)
0.055
(0.540)
9.03
(19.9)
10.5
4
r, o
.(
FJoure 10. Initial Design Layout of the
Engine for Four-Seat Utility
DesignLayout of the Baseline
for Four-Seat Utility Aircraft.
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Baseline Four-Seat, High-Performance Airplane
The "four-seat high-performance" classification is applicable
to three specific categories of airplanes currently produced.
First, there are those derived by modifying a utility airplane.
With a moderate power increase and retractable landing gear, a
significant performance increase is achieved. The second category
provides substantially more power, but retains fixed landing gear.
This formula results in a modest performance increase, but pro-
vides a large improvement in useful load. With little additional
modification, six-seat variations are produced. The third category
stresses both performance and useful load, having both large
engines and retractable gear. There are few distinguishing per-
formance characteristics between the four- and six-seat variations
in this category. Currently, the combined sales of all three
categories approaches the number of four-seat utility airplanes
sold. These airplanes provide fast, economical transportation
for both personal and business travel to a large segment of the
general aviation market.
In the three airplane categories described here, uhe engines
range from 200 to 300 horsepower, and cruise speeds vary from 214
km/h (133 mph) to 354 km/h (220 mph). With maximum fuel load
at maximum cruise, ranges vary from 1139 km (708 sm) to 1889 km
(1174 sm). Other performance figures show similar improvements
over four-seat utility airplanes. A few models are available with
turbocharged engines that provide 6096 m (20,000 ft) cruise alti-
tude capability. In addition to the normal equipment and avionics
complement in the utility class, airplanes in these categories
are often equipped with autopilots, distance measuring equipment
(DME), and a glide-slope receiver for instrument approaches.
Turbocharged airplanes are normally equipped ,_ith oxygen systems.
At present, no airplanes in these categories are pressurized.
The turbofan-powered baseline airplane selected for this
study was derived from the four-seat utility airplane by adding
an up-rated engine and retractable landing gear. An allowance
was made for additional fuel to pro,'ide comparable cruise endurance
at the higher cruise speed. Although this airplane was initially
defined for the high-performance class, it was later determined
that in a future market it would be more _=_pro_riately placed in
an intermediate-performance class. In the engine commonality and
family concept studies described later in this report, the high-
performance designation is assigned to a refinement of this air-
_lane, having cabin pressurization and a higher cruise speed. In
the context of the present market, the performance of the airplane
chosen for study is high. Therefore, this designation is retained
for describing the study results.
49
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Airplane configuration and synthesis modeling. - Initial
analyses showed that the desired performance increase, engine up-
rating, and retractable-gear were quantitatively compatible in the
utility airplane. The airplane external geometry could be
retained but a stronger, heavier structure would be required with
a consequent increase in wing loading. It was determined that the
weights and performance parameters (other than design cruise speed,
altitude, and range) should be fallout values to be determined by
GASP analyses. In this manner, it could be shown that up-rating
in the "family" context is viable for turbofans. This economical
method of expanding product lines is used universally by the manu-
facturers of propeller-driven light airplanes.
In normal use, GASP synthesizes a solution airplane from
input data that includes a wing-loading parameter and a scaleable
engine. For this case, fixed engine and wing sizes were required
in order to provide an analogy to the procedure for up-rating an
existing airplane. To do this, it is necessary to calculate a
matrix of airplane solutions. Since the final gross weight is not
known, wing loading must be an input variable. Similarly, engine
sizing criteria (takeoff distance) must be variable. By plotting
the appropriate qdantities from the matrix solutions, the wing
]oading and takeoff distance that yields the desired engine and
wing slzes may be interpolated. Then, a final synthesis run using
these input parameters provides the complete definition of the
solution airplane. Comparison of this solution with solutions in
the original matrix will show the effects of not optimizing the
up-rated airplane.
Baseline engine definition an d performance analysis. - There
are numerous ways to up-rate a turbofan engine. The usual pro-
cedure is to investigate the alternatives that ensure maximum
commonality in both aerodynamic and mechanical design between the
original and the up-rated engine. Modest power increases can be
achieved by increasing turbine inlet ter_perature and rotoz speeds
as long as the original design constraints are not exceeded.
Increases in allowable stresses can often be accommodated by
material substitutions, which negates the need for design modifi-
cations. However, large power increases often require substantial
changes to the aerod_'namic flow path and the thermodynamic cycle.
Such changes are mado to increase the core airflo_v approximately
[n proportion to the desired power increase. The increased core
_ower may then be u_ed to increase core nozzle thrust. A }_ortion
of it may be s_pt)lied to the fan to increase flow and/or pr(-ss_r_:
ratio, and tht_reby, the, fan nozzle thrust.
A pr[nci}_[e goal in the design of the two- and [o,lr-s_at
'Itility turbof,ln air[_lan_s was to achi_v, _de_{,_at,: }_._r_orman_-,_
s_,_,(:ifi(;s with c()ns___rvativ(_ , cycles and meci_.anical l{_sig.'_s t}la_
_;,)u[d b,' s,lbstantially ,lib-rated. '['h,._ _Ip-,iati:_,j t,_,;hni,{_c _ s,i:l,:ct,:d
'.41s to !_r()vi(b _ .*or: th(, ,id(llt.i<.n of sta,j_s to th,, front_ o[ tit,,
,0
L_
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core compressor, large turbine inlet temperature increases while
avoiding the need for costly turbine blade air cooling, and fan
flow and pressure ratio increases while retaining constant flow-
path annulus areas. Properly executed, this technique permits
commonality in most major structural components such as frames,
casings and shaft systems. It was estimated that the core power
level of the four-seat utility engine could be increased by a
factor of two using this up-rating technique.
A preliminary evaluation of the thrust required for the four-
seat, high-performance airplane indicated a need for 25- to
30-percent core power and a higher fan pressure ratio for best net
propulsive efficiency at high cruise speeds. Th utility engine
was consequently modified in the following manner. The fan pres-
sure ratio was increased from 1.15 to 1.20. This required
increased rotor speed and recambered stator vanes. The core pres-
sure ratio and airflow were increased by the addition of a 1.3
pressure ratio "zero" stage to the compressor with a small accom-
panying speed increase. The core turbine was found to be adequate
if the inlet nozzle area was opened about 5 percent. Evaluation
of the fan turbine indicated that annulus areas were adequate, but
all new blading would be required for optimum performance. Both
fan and core jet nozzle area changes were also required. Cycle
matching studies were carried out and resulted in a decision to
retain the 954.3°C (1750°F) turbine inlet temperature of the
utility engine and to accept the attendant decrease in bypass ratio.
The design point pressure ratios, efficiencies, and losses
assumed for the baseline four-seat high-performance engine are
listed in Table 8. Off-design performance calculations resulted
in the representative values of thrust, specific fuel consumption,
and airflow given in Tab].e 9. These values are based on u[_-rating
the 1797 N (40_ Lb) thrust utility engine with no scale change.
Synthesis analysis of the four-seat, high-performance airplane was
done to hold the engine size constant.
The required modifications to the utility engine resulted in
an estimated 9.98 kq (22 lb_ weigi_t increase to 62.6 kg (138 ib).
The only engine en_ _ope cnanqe was a 3.05 cn_ (1.2 in) increase in
length to accom_odate the added com[_ressor stage.
•, ;pp_),.DldC_InIl'_' (,;i i'
,)RII_I_t.LPA(;F.IS P,"
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TABLE 8. DFSIGN POINT PRESSURE RATIOS, EFf'ICIENCIES AND
LOSSES ASSUMED FOR THE FOUR-SEAT HI(]H-PERFOR-MANCE
TURBOFAN CYCLE
Inlet iJressure recovery
Fan pressure ratio
Fan efficiency
Core compL-essof pressure rati,]
Core compressor efficiency
Cornbustor pressure loss
Combus toy _fficiency
Core turbine effJc;(,rv'_"
Cor<_ spool mechanical effici_'nc5
Inter-turbine duct _)rc,s_tJre loss
Fan turbin_ effici,-_ncy
Fan spool mechanical <_fficiency
Core _xhaust [_r<,s.qu_0_ Lor{s
C,)re ]{at nozzle _ v,,l,)c'it_, coefficient
Fan exhaust duct _ressur,, loss
Fan ](_t i-.oz}'l(_ vei+)cit'/ ('oc;fticient
AC C e S .<do I_", ' ,)()Wt]E
0.995
1.200
0. 890
5.200
0.780
0.040
0. 990
0.865
0.980
0.005
0. 875
1. 000
0. 000
0.958
0.00:)
0.978
746 w
(1.0 hp)
0.060
,?
!0" !
TABLE 9. REPRESENTATIVE PERFORMANCE VALUES FOR
FOUR-SEAT HIGH-PERFORMANCE TURBOFAM
SLS thrust (i)
SLS TSFC (i)
SLS airflow (i)
Design point thrust (i, 2)
Design point TSFC (I, 2)
Design point airflow (i, 2)
Design point bypass ratio (I, 2)
N
(ib)
kg/N-h
(ib/h/lb)
kg/s
(ib/s)
N
(Ib)
kg/N-h
(ib/h/ib)
kg/s
(1b/s)
(i) Standard atmosphere
(2) pesign point conditions: 201 km/h, 2286 m
(125 mph, 7500 ft)
2086
(469)
0.0425
(0.417)
12.3
(27.1)
1036
(233)
0.054
(0.530)
9.2
(20.3)
8.0
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Parametric Synthesis Sensitivity Analyses
The sensitivity of tile solution baseline airplane character-
istics to wing loading, wing aspect ratio, takeoff distance and
rate of climb were examined by G;SP analyses. In the 2-seat
trainer investigation, the wing ading and takeoff distance
parameters were examined first, _ sang a constant aspect ratio of
ten. For each parameter variation, the solution airplane obtained
met the design speed, altitude, range and payload stipulations.
In Figure 12, the sensitivity of gross and empty weights to
wing loading and takeoff distance over a 15 m (50 ft) obstacle is
showD. At all points on these curves the engine was sized by the
takeoff distance requirements. Relative required-takeoff thrusts
(sea level static) are given in Figure 13 for the same wing load-
ing and takeoff distance parameter variations. Similarly, rela-
tive fuel flow aL the start of cruise for the various solution
airplanes is given in Figure 14. Relative values for best rate
of climb at the cruise altitude are given in Figure 15.
At the values of wing loading and takeoff distance yielding
lowest cruise fuel flow and gross weight, the sensitivities to
aspect ratio were examined. At a constant wing loading of 97.6
kg/m 2 (20 Ibm/ft 2) and takeoff distance of 610 m (2000 ft), air-
plane solutions were obtained for aspect ratios varying from 6 to
14. The relative gross and empty weight variations are shown in
Figure 16. Across this range of aspect ratio, the variation in
empty weight is insignificant. However, the wing and engine com-
ponents of the empty weight vary by large percentages, and were
found to be offsettlng. A large portion of the gross weight vari-
ation is a function of the varying mission fuel requirements. The
relative required takeoff thrusts plotted in Figure 17 shows mini-
mum engine size occuring at an aspect ratio of i]. In Figure 18,
the relative fuel flow at the start of cruise is shown to decrease
continuously with increasing aspect ratio. Extr.ipolation of this
CuLve indicates that an airplane optimized for minimum fuel con-
sumption alone would have an aspect ratio in the r_n.]e of 18 to
20. The highest val_le of best rate-of-climb was the solution
airplane having the highest aspect ratio, as sh_wn in Figure 19.
The sensitivity analyses per L-;rmed on the two-seat trainer
design were repeated for the b,lseline four-su,lt ,it [lity ]iri_lane,
with simillr finl[ngs. The major difference wls the hl,,her wing
[oadin,j. '['h_:!Our-seat hi,J] perforlnan,;e _irpl,lne w]s not s'Ib]ected
to sensitivity _nalysis. The ,lecision to hav,_ thLS _],'si,jn a cl_se
derivative of the uttL£t'/ ;(_rs_on m,%;1,.,Lt ,l,:s[r._}_l,, t,) r..t,_in t},,_
s,une wing, ,_v] ,ic,:,e£,t _ C,ll() 4t v,il_,: ,_: i_L ])_,,r 'wl_,,I l,, I]l:_I
,ltten(lant t() th,2 e:<l,,_,-t,]d jros,{ w,:itht in,:r,_.ts,,, With i Ks .'i'lb-
stantially high,,.r ,:rats,; :i}._,],]_t, t}l,2 }li If'l..':" ".villi l'),lli)'_< t 'W.IS
('X[)(2(YL(_¢I tO I,.'3_lit lIl Ill IiL'_)[ /FI< _ 'ikz.: :II'/[;l i ',;i::j I )l'lI_] J IFl'l
I'('._i_ltt (lilt _ _l,'l ,:,)n:i,/::]})t:io:l "1 I'L l,.2s :l.;lr _[,t l::/l:,q.
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Figure 12. - Relative gross and empty weights versus
wing loading and takeoff distance.
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The most important result of the parametric synthesis sensi-
tiviuy analyses was the significant impact of the wing loading and
aspect ratio parameters on airplane size and fuel consumption.
The effect of these parameters on drag, and consequently on th6
power required, is notable. The wing profile drag is nearly a
direct function of wing area and induced drag is inversely propor-
tional to the square of the wing span. Reference i0 discusses the
drag reduction benefits of reduced wing chords, higher aspect
ratio and greater wing loading on general aviation light airplanes.
While an aspect ratio of 12 was eventually selected for the "best
solution" airplanes, it was recognized that if appropriately-
designed airfoil sections were available, still higher aspect
ratios would have provided more fuel-efficient airplanes. The
GA(W)-l E irfoil section used in these studies has a thickness/
chord ratio of only 17 percent. Using this section resulted in a
rapid wing weight increase at aspect ratios higher than 12. The
greater spar depth afforded by a 21 percent section would have an
offsetting effect on wing weight. The short chords of the study-
airplane wings result in low Reynolds number, which further
inhibits selection of higher aspect ratio. An airfoil section
designed to have desirable characteristics in the 0.5 to 3.0
million Reynolds number range would have important advantages in
stall behavior and low-speed performance of the turbofan-powered
light airplanes.
I
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"Best-solution" Airplane Design Results
The determination of "best-solution" conceptual designs for
each of the three light-single air[_anes was b_.sed on the results
of sensitivity analyses and ad'_ti_,nal design iterations using
GASP. In these analyses, the aesu3ts were judged by several
criteria. With design cruise speed, altitude, range and payload
fixed, the major solution airplane variables were airplane weights,
wing geometry and engine thrust levels. Performance parameters
such as rate-of-climb, stall speed, landing and takeoff distance,
and fuel consumption also varied between solutions. The most
important goal of the study was to achieve predicted fuel consump-
tion rates equal to or less than current propeller-driven airplanes
in each category, while meeting contempora:2y standards for all
other parameters. Thus, the principal critelion for selecting the
"best solutions" from the sensitivity study matrices was minimum
fuel consumption. Final iterations were performed to obtain satis-
factory values for airplane weights, geometry and performance
characteristics of secondary importance.
The "best solution" two-seat trainer design is depiched in
the three-view drawing, Figure 20. There is total consistency
between this drawing, the GASPanalysis results and the original
baseline design stipulations. The four-seat utility three-view
drawing shown in Figure 21 illustrates the simple derivation of
this configuration from the trainer design. A 1.0 m (3.3 ft)
fuselage "stretch" was provided, and the scaled-up wing was relo-
cated to a conventional unswept, high-wing configuration. The
four-seat high-performance derivative shown in Figure 22 is iden-
tical to the utility airplane configuration except for the retract-
able landing gear feature. The higher thrust engine is accomodated
within the same nacelle dimensions. As with the engines, the three
airplanes were configured in a manner that would ensure a high
degree of design and parts commonallty.
GASP-computed performance and aerodynamic data for each "best-
solution" airplane are given in Table i0. The weight breakdown
for each of the three airplanes is listed in Table Ii, apd dimen-
sions and areas describing the respective geometries are listed in
Table 12.
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ITABLE I0.
items
performance Data
Specified cruise speed
Specified cruise altltude
Range with design payload
Takeoff distance over
15 m (50 ft) obstacle
Landing distance over
15 m (50 ft) obstacle
Stall speed with full
flaps
Max rate of climb at
sea level
Avg. cruise fuel
consumption
Fuel mileage
GASP-COMPUTED PERFORMANCE AND AERODYNAMIC
DATA ON TURBOFAN-POWERED LIGHT SINGLES
Unite
Two-seat I Four-seatTrainer Utility
km/h 201
(mph) (125)
m 2285
(ft) (7500)
km 644
(sm) (400)
m 580
(ft) (1902)
m 344
(ft) (1127)
k_/h 12.5
(mph) (45)
m/min 207
(fpm) (679)
I/hr 28.4
(gph) (7.5)
km/l 7.1
(mpg) (16.7)
Aerodynamic Data
Wing loading kg/m2 9 97.65
(Ib ft') (20)
m 2 31.5
Wetted area (ft 2) (339)
cruise Reynolds No./foot million 0.974
Mean skin friction o 0.00488
coefficient
m 2 0.154
Effective flat plate area (ft2) (1.653)
cruise CDO o 0.0285
2
cruise CDi o 0.0351C L
with full flaps o 3.92
CL Max
Horizontal tail volume o 1.12
coefficient
Vertical tall volume o 0.066
coefficient
241
(150)
3048
(Io,ooo)
1287
(800)
620
(2035)
363
(1191)
B5
(53)
384
(1260)
37.3
(9.85)
6.46
(15.2)
122
(25)
38.9
(417)
1.094
0.00445
0.172
(1.855)
0.0252
2
0.0351 C L
3.47
1.12
0.066
Four-seat
HI-Perf.
322
(200)
3048
(IO.OOO)
1609
(I000)
616
(2022)
377
(1237)
88.5
(55)
428
(1405)
51.9
(13.7)
6.21
(14.6)
133
(27.2)
38.8
(417)
1.458
0.00376
0.146
(1.571)
0.0213
0.0351C L
3.47
1.12
0.066
7 i
!TABLE II. GASP-COHPUTED WE:C, HT BREAKDOWNS
ON TURBOFAN-POWERED LIGHT SINGLES
Items
Propulsion group (installed)
Structures group (total)
Wing
Tail
Fuselage
Landing geax
Nacelle
Flight controls group (total)
Cockpit controls
Fixed wing controls
Fixed equipment
Empty weight
Units
kg
(Ib)
kg
(Ib)
kg
(lb)
kg
(Ib)
kg
(Ib)
kg
(ib)
kg
(ib)
kg
(Ib)
kg
(ib)
kg
(Ib)
kg
(Ib)
kg
Two-seat I Four-seatTrainer Utility
27.7 [ 52.6
(61) [ (116)
157.9
(348)
61.2
(135)
12.2
(27)
58.1
(128)
22.7
(50)
3.2
(7)
10.0
(22)
5.44
(12)
5.0
(11)
235.4
(519)
94.8
(209)
19.5
(43)
76.2
(168)
36.3
(80)
8.6
(19)
15.9
(35)
6.4
(14)
9.5
(21)
59.9 77.1
(132) (170)
255,8 381
Four-seat
Hi-Perf.
62.6
(138)
249
(549)
98.9
(2t8)
20.9
(46)
77.1
(170)
43.5
(96)
8.6
(19)
16.8
f37)
6.8
(15)
I0.0
(22)
77.1
(170)
406
Design payload
Maximum payload
Maximum fuel
Cross weight
(ib)
kg
(lb)
kg
(Ib)
kg
(Ib)
kg
(Ib)
(564)
]81.4
(400_
(400)
88.9
(194)
526.2
(I l_o)
(840)
272.2
(600)
362.9
(800)
181
(399)
834.2
(1839)
(895)
272.2
(600)
362.9
(800)
230
(507)
908.I
(20021
7,!
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TABLE 12. GASP-COMPUTER DIMENSIONS AND AREAS
ON TURBOFAN-POWERED LIGHT SINGLES
Items
Fuselage:
Length
Width
Wetted area
Wing:
Aspect ratio
Area
Span
Geometric mean chord
Quarter chord sweep
Taper ratio
Thickness chord ratio
{orizontal tail, V-configuration:
Area (Projected)
Span (Projected)
Mean chord
Thickness chord ratio
Moment arm
Vertical tail, V-configuration:
Aspect ra_io (Prelected)
Area (Projected)
Span (P re ],_ct_.d)
_OmOll t drm
%_t'tt_!d dr,, I
Units
m
(ft)
m
(ft)
2
m
(ft 2 )
o
m 2
(ft 2 )
m
(ft)
m
(ft)
rad
(deg)
o
m 2
(ft 2 )
m
(ft)
m
(ft)
o
m
(ft)
o
2
ft 2 )
m
(ft)
m
(ft)
m
(ftJ
(ft_
Two-seat
Trainer
5.49
(18)
1.22
(4)
16.07
(173)
12
5. _
(58)
8.05
(26.4)
0.67
(2.20)
-0 • 1745
-(i0)
1.0
0.17
1.29
(13.9)
2.58
(8.45)
0.50
(1.64)
0.010
3.14
(10.3)
1.71
0.98
(13.6)
I.]0
(4.26)
3.14
(I0.3_
0.98
(_.2)
(i0.05;
Four-seat
Utility
1
6.49
(21.3)
1.22
(4)
18.58
(200)
12
6.84
(73.6)
9.05
(29.7)
0.76
(2.48)
0
(0)
1.0
0.17
1.68
(18.1)
2.97
(9.76)
0.57
(1.86)
0.010
3.41
(11.2)
1.75
1.20
(12.9)
1.44
(4.74)
3.41
_11.2)
1.22
_4.0)
(17.5)
Four-seat
Hi-Perf.
6.49
(21.3)
1.22
(4)
18.58
(200)
12
6.84
(73.6)
9.05
(29.7)
0.76
(2.48)
0
(0)
1.0
0.17
1.68
(18.1)
2.97
(9.76)
0.57
(1.86)
0.010
J.41
(11.2)
1.75
l.dO
(12.9)
1.44
(4.74)
_.4_
(11.2)
1.22
(4._Jl
II;.5_
_j
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Comparisons were made of the data in these tables with data
on several currently-produced airplanes of similar performance and
utility categories. Each of the turbofan-powered designs
exhibited much lower weights than the current airplanes. Gross
weights ranged from 24 to 41 percent lower, reflecting 44 to 58
percent lower empty weights with comparable useful loads. Lower
propulsion system weights, from approximately 40 to 75 percent,
accounted for a large portion of the empty weight differences.
However, the greatest differences occurred in the airframe weights,
the tu2bofan-powered airframes being 38 to 50 percent lighter than
the current piston-engined airframes. The airframe weight differ-
ences can be attributed to the synergistic or compounding effects
of the much lighter turbofan propulsion systems, and dramatically
smaller wings of the turbofan-powered designs. Although the
aspect ratio is typically 60 per=ent greater, the wing spans were
found to be lower by a ratio approximately equal to the ratio of
gross weights, thus reducing wing root bending moments. The area
differences resulting from both smaller spans and shorter chords,
together with lower gross weights, were shown by several prelimi-
nary wing-weight estimating formulas to account for the lighter
wings. Lighter landing gears, of course, resulted from the lower
gross weights, and also from having GASP calibrated with a light-
weight, tubular steel gear from an airplane currently in production.
Comparisons of cruise fuel consumption and fuel mileage
showed the two-seat trainer to be about 30 percent worse than a
current popular piston-engined tzainer having similar performance.
Late in the study, further analysis indicated that with minor
changes in the turbofan cycle characteristics, equal fuel mileage
could be achieved. The four-seat utility airplane was found to
have equal fuel consumption, and the four-seat high-performance
design to have l0 to 20 percent lower fuel consumption than cur-
rent piston-engined aiuplanes in their respective performance
classes. Published su_=veys indicate that jet fuel prices cur-
rently average 15 percent less than aviation gasoline l_rices.
Together with fuel mileage improvements, the study airplanes were
shown to have potential for reducing seat-mile fuel costs up to
35 percent.
It was not possible to carry out in-depth zost analyses in
this conceptual design study. However, a cursory examination of
cost-related factors was made to ascertain the potential for
economic viability of future light-air[21ane turbof.,ns. As stated
previously, it is expected that the major technical ch.,llenge will
be the achievement of acce[_t._ble en.;ine costs. The res_21ts of
this air_lane design investigation h,lve shown thlt the inherent
,[ualities of turboflns can contrib_Ite to this achievement by
reducing other elements of liri_lan,._ c)st.
.°
|
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The lower airframe structural weights and smaller airframe
component dimensions exhibited by the study airplanes could result
in substantial airframe material and labor cost savings versus
equivalent piston-powered types. These savings could be used to
offset higher engine costs or to reduce the price of the airplanes
if engine cost parity were achieved. The GASP cost analysis tech-
niques, based on cost/weight correlations, were used to estimate
the engine costs that would result in airplane price parity for
each type. An engine costing about $5000 was found to yield a
trainer airplane price equal to that of a popular piston-powered
trainer. Similarly, a $6000 engine for a four-seat utility air-
plane and a $12,000 engine for the high performance airpland would
result in price parity with comparable airplanes. These figures,
of course, are higher than the current prices paid for piston
engines for equivalent airplanes, but are substantially lower than
for the smallest turbofan yet produced.
In addition to fuel cost savings, other potential operating
cost advantages were identified for the study airplanes. For
example_ the overhaul period (TBO) of mature, light airplane turbo-
fans can De expected to greatly exceed those of piston engines.
Selection of modest cycles and conservative designs for future
turbofans could enslre that advantage. In addition, the elimina-
tion of propeller maintenance and overhaul is a significant cost
reduction, particularly on higher-performance airplanes usil_g
variable-pitch, constant-speed propellers. A further example
relating to maintenance cost is the gradual deterioration of air-
plane secondary structure that results from engine vibration. The
high-amplitude vibratory characteristics of the piston engine/
propeller system produces large resonances in the lightweight
structures typical of light aircraft. This eventually results in
deterioration and increased maintenance burdens. The very low
vibration level of turbofans is clearly advantageous, and could
contribute to longer airframe life as well as lower maintenance
costs.
The main purpose of the study of light singles was to define
the engine and airplane design characteristics that would together
provide low fuel consumption at the low end of the general aviation
performance spectrum. The conceptual design results shows that low
fuel consumption is possible with modest engine cycle quality and
a high-quality wing design. It may become desirable to adopt
turbofan propulsion for widespread use in general aviation to meet
envirornental regulations, to improve performance, or simply as a
product enhancement measure. The study series results show that
it can be done across the performance spectrum without sacrificing
the high efficiency in fuel usage exhibited by today's light
aircraft.
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PHASEII - DETAILED EVALUATIONOF ENGINE DESIGN
The sensitivity of airplane ownership cost to engine perform-
ance quality is an important consideration in high-performance
airplanes having high utilization rates. The definition of an
engine that is optimum with respect to ownershap cost requires
that the engine and airplane size, performance and cost interrela-
tionships be determined through sensitivity analyses. Variations
in engine parameters such as fan and core pressure ratios and tur-
bine inlet temperature affect engine specific fuel consumption,
specific weight and installed drag. In turn, the variations have
important impact on airplane size, first cost and direct operating
cost. Tradeoff analyses are required between the offsetting
effects of fuel efficiency, weight, drag and engine cost. The
determination of parameters that minimize airplane fuel consump-
tion is of paramount importance in defining engines for high-
performance business airplanes. At a utilization rate of i000
hours per year, the cost of the fuel an engine consumes in one
year approaches the original cost of the engine. Thus, a modest
improvement in fuel consumption accompanied by a substantial engine
cost increase can be a cost-effective tradeoff, yielding signifi-
cantly lower overall ownership cost.
In contrast, the ownership cost of lower performance airplanes
such as the light singles classes considered in this study is much
less sensitive to the rate of fuel consumption. At the lower
utilization rates typical of light airplane operation it could
require five to ten years worth of fuel bills to equal the original
engine cost. The original engine cost, as reflected in the price
of the airplane therefore has much greater impact on ownership
cost.
The optimization methods used in the definition of the turbo-
fans for this study are considered to have provided adequate fuel
efficiency predictions for the study airplanes. Having achieved
fuel consumption rates equal to, or better than, current piston-
engine powered light singles, it was decided to forego detailed
synthesis sensitivity and tradeoff analyses on the effects of
turbofan engine cycle parameter changes. It was determined that
with the exception of a brief review of turbofan environmental
and safety characteristics, a better course was to concentrate the
remaining study effort on the turbofan engine commonality and
family concept investigation. This course provided a unique
opportunity to investigate the potential for significant engine
cost reduction.
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Chemical Emissions And Noise Analyses
The development of modern, high-bypass-ratio turbofans has
been marked by the attention paid to the attainment of environ-
mental compatibility. The achievements to date have been facili-
tated by the inherent qualities of the ges turbine generally and
the turbofan specifically. By operating well below stoichiometric
fuel-air ratios, the emissions of unburned hydrocarbons (UHC) and
carbon monoxide (CO) can be held to low levels compared with
emissions from contemporary piston engines. Being an internal-
momentum-change engine, the turbofan lends itself to design mani-
pulation of noise-generating sources and to inleh and exhaust duct
treatments that can yield very low noise levels.
In order to classify aircraft gas turbine engines with regard
to emissions, the Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) has
defined "Class P2" as all aircraft turboprop engines. This class
includes a broad range of engine sizes, cycle parameters, and
engine and combustor configurations. All of these factors influ-
ence emissions. Combustion system modifications which bring one
engine model into compliance with the EPA standards may not be
satisfactory for other engines in the Class P2.
Oxide of nitrogen (NO x) emissions from the AiResearch TPE331
Turboprop Engine family are within the 1979 EPA standards.
Although unburned hydrocarbon (HC) and carbon monoxide (CO) emis-
sions do not currently meet the standard, the results of a broad-
based AiResearch development program have shown that compliance
can be achieved. By operating on the primary fuel atomizers alone
during taxi-idle conditions, the emission level of this group of
engines is within the EPA limits. It is interesting to note that,
because combustion efficiency is improved by this operating tech-
nique, the engine fuel consumption duzing the EPA "landing-takeoff"
cycle is reduced five percent.
Under a contract with NASA Lewis Research Center, AiResearch
is examining three approaches for emissions reduction for the EPA
"Class TI" engines using the TFE731-2 Turbofan Engine as the test
vehicle. This class includes all turbojet and turbofan engines
(except those designe_ to operate at supersonic speeds) o£ rated
power le_s than 35.6 kN (8000 ib) thrust. The three concepts
addressed in this research program are:
Ca) Minor modificatLon of the existing combustion system
(including production fuel nozzles with external air
assist, pre-combustor bleed, water-methanol injection,
radially-inserted airblast nozzles, circumferentiall_,-
sta<jed comb_/stion, etc.).
I
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(b) Incorporation of combustor-dome-mounted airblast fuel
nozzles l-equiring significant combustor redesign.
(c) Incorporation of a premix/prevaporized fuel system
requiring radical combustor redesign.
Approximately 30 percent of the test program has been comple-
ted to date. Based on available test data and rig-to-engine data
correlations, it appears that the minor modifications concept will
require water-methanol injection tc meet the HC, CO and NO. stand-
ards. However, the ability to meet the visible smoke limi_ with
this method is marginal. In addition, the installation and logis-
tics problems associated with this method are undesirable.
The second concept will meet the HC emissions requirement,
while the smoke number is very low. However, CO emissions arebeen demonstrated.
marginal and the required NO x reduction has not
At the time of this writing, tests have not been carried out on
the third concept. However, it is expected that the planned tests
will demonstrate promising results with the premix/prevaporized
fuel system.
It was previously pointed out that the small size and low
cycle pressure ratios of the study engines were detrimental fac-
tors. Thus, considerable development effort might be required to
achieve emissions levels below the EPA 1979 Tl standard. The
absolute emissions levels allowed by the standard were calculated
For comparison
for the 961 N (216 ibf) two-seat trainer enginepurposes the levels applicable to a i00 hp piston engine that
powers a current trainer of similar performance were also calcula-
ted. The interesting result was that, when both engines meet the
applicable EPA limits, the turbofan would have from 2 to 22 times
lower emissions. Table 13 lists the values that were calculated
by the procedures specified in the EPA standard (Ref. ii). Both
the requirements of the standard, and the calculated w_lues reflect
the inherently different emission qualities of the two engine
types.
The noise characteuist[cs of the study engines were evaluated
and were found to be well within the limits of requirements
applicable to future light aircraft. The four-seat _tility t_rbo-
fan noise signature was calcula to be below the Federal Aviati()n
Regulation (FAR) Part 36, Appendi_ limit f_r propell_r-,Iriven
light aircraft. Without icoustic attenuating treatment, the noise
level was predicted to be 2.3 dB(A) below the lhnit at the a_d,lic ,l-
ble airplane gross weight, and approximately 6 d}_(A; l)e_,_w the
limit applicable to a heavie_, e_luivalent-['erf°rmlnc':' pr_Jpeller-
driven airplane. These points and the Appendix F l[_nits ire
plotted in Figure 23. Based on this analysis, both ti_e twJ-se_t
trainer engine and the four-seat high-perf_r:nan,:'_ ,,njLne ire pr_-
]ected to have ngise si(_natures tower than the ,_}_!,1i:i_,l,: r,_ilice-
ments. Further reductions [L_ n%ise si]n:It ir"s wolld b, :_,_{_ibl':
ETABLE 13. QUANTITATIVE COMPARISON OF CHEMICAL EMISSION LIMITS
APPLICABLE TO PISTON AND TURBOFAN TWO-SEAT TRAINER
ENGINES.
[ r74.6 kW | 961 N
(100 hp) | (216-pound thrust)
Piston En@ine | Turbofan Engine
Allowable HC, kg/cycle
(ib/cycle)*
Allowable CO, kg/cycle
(Ib/cycle)*
Allowable NOX, kg/cycle
(ib/cycle)*
m
0.086
(0.19)
1.90
(4.20)
0.068
(0.15)
0.0145
(0.032)
0.0852
(0.188)
0.0336
(0.074)
*Landing-takeoff cycle defined by CPA standard (Reference Ii).
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by employing attenuating treatment in the nacelles. It is con-
cluded that, with additional acoustic research and development
effort, the potential exists for reducing turbofan powered light
airplane noise signatures to values significantly below the
current and proposed FAR Part 36 requirements, for both propeller-
driven and jet aircraft.
82
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Turbofan Added-Safety Characteristics
In reviewing the conceptual design results of the light
singles study, the potential of turbofans for added safety was
examined. The fundamental design, operational and installation
characteristics of the small turbofans would differ greatly from
those of the current light-airplane propulsion systems. Several
safety-oriented factors were identified that relate to these
characteristics:
(I) The kerosene-based jet fuel used in gas turbine engines
has lower volatility and lower flash point than aviation
gasoline and thus reduces fire hazards.
(2) The efflux from a turbofan has negligible swirl compared
with propeller efflux, thus reducing adverse torque
effects that can contribute to aircraft control hazards.
(3) Because of its comparatively small size and light weight,
the installation flexibility and low inertia of the
turbofan can be used to _ffect more crashworthy airplane
configuration alternatives.
(4) The lighter weight of both engine and airframe in the
study airplane results indicates that greater use could
be made of energy-absorbing material in cabin construc-
tion with smaller penalties in cost and performance.
(5) With turbofans, the ground-operations i:azard of an
exposed propeller is eliminated.
(6) Pilot work-load is reduced, with single-lever power
management and automatic control of engine operating
limits.
(7) The turbofan can contribute to reduced pilot fatigue
with lower cabin noise and vibration levels.
Government regulations and certification requirements
complemented by manufacturer's quality assurance standards, ensure
that no significant differences may exist between engine types
with respect to integrity and reliability. The safety advantages
cited for turbofans result from inherent, fundamental differences.
No attempt was made in this study to quantify these advantages.
thus, it is not possible to predict their potential for net effects
on general-aviation safety.
H 3
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PHASE III - ENGINE COMMONALITY AND FAMILY CONCEPT STUDY
Basic Criteria
In the complete turbofan study series, which includes
References 1 and 3 as well as this report, the engines cycles and
configurations have been each defined to have best performance and
maximum cost-effectiveness at each of the specified airplane per-
formance levels. The cruise speed specified for the study air-
planes ranged from 161 to 648 km/h (125 to 403 mph) at altitudes
from 2286 to 7315 m (7500 to 24,000 ft). The conceptual designs
were to carry from twe to six people over ranges from 643 to
1851 km (401 to ll51 sm). The specified equipment ranged from
a basic Ins=rument Flight Rule (IFR) package in the two-seat
trainer to a full complement of "jet standard" avionics in the
pressurized, high-performance twin. The study airplanes thus
spanne,i the spectrum of performance capabilities exhibited by the
curre.tly-produced light airplanes.
Although the engine sizes, cycles and configurations derived
in the studies varied, a review of the characteristics of each
engine revealed that commonaiiuy potential exists. With a high
degree of design and parts commonality there would be potential
for substantial cost reduction if the engines were in concurrent
production.
Such commonality is found to exist in the light airplane
piston-engine families that have been produced in large quantities
over the past 40-year period. These families span the broad range
of power, performance and cost requirements that are characteristic
of the light airplane propulsion market. An example of these
diverse requirements is the use, by just one light-airplane manu-
facturer, of many engine models ranging from I00 shaft horsepower
to approximately 2000 gas horsepower. It can be concluded that
the large number of mooels produced and the commonality in design,
parts and manufacture achieved in the piston-engine families are
the factors largely responsible for their cost-effectiveness, and
in turn, for the large market they enjoy.
It is reasonable to assume that turbofans must eventually
exist in sizable engine fa,nilies to be viable candidates for
powering the full spectrum of future ,leneral-aviation, light
airplanes. In the final study phase, emphasis wa_ placed on
ex_l_,,ining an engine family concept based on the engine configurn-
tion selected in the light-singles stddy. The co:nmonality poten-
tial between family members was readily identifie_i. }{cwever, <haQ
to the limited scope of this conceptual study, the cost reduction
benefits could not be _luantified.
;" ";::,"ING PA('}E BLANK N0_ FILh_D
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Candidate Turbofan Family
To derive a rational family of engines it was necessary to
examine the size, performance, and cost requirements exemplified
by the current light airplanes. It was also necessary to examine
the characteristics of the several turbofans defined in the study
series in order to identify those of fundamental importance in
each class studied. The engines for the two- and four-seat
singles, the military trainer engines in the 460 km/h (285 mph)
class, and the 650 km/h (400 mph) high-performance, six-seat twin
engine each provided a reference point in the matrix of engine
requirements.
A generalized matrix of airplanes was first defined to be
responsive in size and performance to the current market. The
basic characteristics that set the airplanes apart are the number
of seats, the number of engines, and the cruise speeds. The cur-
rent market has obvious gaps with respect to these characteristics,
some of which will be filled by future offerings. For the purpose
of this study, liberty was taken in filling an occasional gap with
an airplane addressed to a projection of future requirements.
Two high-performance, pressurized, single-engine airplanes that
were predicted are examples that could appear in the future as
manufacturers product lines are filled out in response to market
demands.
Seating capacity characterizes basic airframe size. With
two-abreast seating, fuselage width varied from under 1.22 m (4 ft)
to about 1.37 m (4.5 ft) depending on aisle width requirements.
Fuselage height can vary from 1.07 m (3.5 ft) to as much as 1.5 m
(5 ft), but is primarily a function of the height of a seated man.
With about 0.9 m (3 ft) per seat row required, the number of seat
rows is the principal variable that determin6s fuselage length.
In this manner, the seating capacity substantially defines the
fuselage, and in turn, is a large determinant of airplane weights,
wing size and the consequent drag polar.
[t was found from the study results that basic engine frame
size could be correlate<] with the number of seats. For low-,
intermediate-, and high-speed airplanes with the same seating
capacity, it was found that the different thrust levels roquJ_ed
could be generated withir, the same engine flow-path dimensional
areas. With fan pre._sure ratio: core pressure ratio, and bypass
ratio each varied as a function of design cruise speed, thu cor-
rected airflows through major engine com}_onents can be held to
nearl'/ the same values [c_r each required thrust level. Thus, a
first commonality featur,, wds identified for the can, lidatu engine
f.]mi]y. That is, major engine components such as frames, ducts,
c,lsings, and the like, c_in |)e COllmlOll tO three engines having sub-
stantialty different cruise thrust ratings.
J
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Unlike the piston engine, the specific fuel consumption of a
turbofan can be varied to suit the airplane performance envelope.
Cycle quality can be a trade-off quantity versus engine weight,
cost, and various installation-related parameters. The thermal
efficiency of a turbofan is mainly a function of cycle pressure
ratio. In a conventional front-fan arrangement, the cycle pres-
sure ratio is the product of fan pressure ratio and the core pres-
sure ratio. When fan pressure ratio is chosen to maximize propul-
sive efficiency for the desired cruise speed, the core pressure
ratio can be varied in consideration of the thermal efficiency and
the attendant trade-offs. The choice of core pressure ratio deter-
mines the amount of core-engine turbomachinery, and bears directly
on the weight, complexity and cost.
The determination of a best core pressure ratio that maximizes
the cost-effectiveness of the airplane involves evaluation of the
interrelationships between engine and airplane size, performance,
and cost factors. Throughout the general aviation turbofan
studies, the determination of best core pressure ratio was a
principal issue. This important parameter was evaluated by per-
forming synthesis sensitivity and trade-off analyses with the use
of GASP. The GASP analysis results show that best core pressure
ratio is principally a function of airplane cruise speed. For
example, at low cruise speed, airplane fuel consumption is
naturally low, because the power required is low. Low-speed air-
planes designed for utility functions are comparatively low in
price. Furthermore, utilization rates are typically low in
utility service. Therefore, a lower engine and airplane cost is
a more important factor in ownership cost than is the rate of fuel
consumption. In the study of light singles, it was shown that
very modest cycles provided low fuel consumption, commensurate
with or better than today's fuel-efficient light airplanes. At
high cruise speed, high power is required and fuel consumption is
consequently high. Fast, expensive airplanes are typically used
at higher utilization rates. Thus, the cosL of fuel becomes a
more significant factor in total cost of ownership. Higher i_ri_Jed,
more efficient engines become cost-effective, as was shown in the
results of the 650 km/hr (400 mph) light-twin stuffy.
In summary, a basic rationale was deve[o_ed for a resi_onsive
candidate engine family:
'I) Basic engine frame siz_ or through-flow c.*l_aciLy is
a function o[ the number of seats or airplane c_ibin
size.
(2) The engine l_erformance _|ua[ity (the f,ln l,ress4re rati{,
for l_ro[,ulsive effi(.'i_,nc¥ _Ind c'ort, l_r_:_ure r_it_o ft:r
thermal el: ic[_,ncy) ts .i function, _,c l[r_lai_,: ,:r_ii:_e
speed.
_7
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To define the specific engine characteristics, it was first
necessary to rationalize the light, propeller-driven airplanes
into size and performance categories, with pertinent increments
between categories. With respect to size, the current fleet
consists of two-, four-, and six-seat singles. The twin-engine
fleet consists of four-, six-, and eight- to ten-seat airplanes.
The larger turboprop twins, with capacities up to 22 seats and
gross weights in the 4080 to 5670 kg (9000 to 12,500 ib) category,
were considered to be a unique market outside the scope of the
study.
With respect to speed, there is a veritable spectrum of speeds
represented in the current airplanes, from about 201 km/h (125 mph)
to 560 km/h (350 mph). The scatter that results from varying
attainments in individual designs can, however, be eliminated.
The speeds can be rationalized into utility, intermediate, and
high-performance categories, with differences between singles and
twins resulting from necessary power-loading differences.
Table 14 provides a list of designations assigned to the
engine/airplane size and performance categories identified. These
designations are used throughout the following description of the
engine family characteristics.
In Table 15 the applications, thrust level, and estimated
1990 market potential are given for a candidate 10-engine family.
In the applications identified for each engine, the basic airnlane
characteristics are defined. Number of engines, number of seats,
landing gear configuration, and cabin pressurization are considered
the basic variations that determine airplane size and price class.
The first three engines in the list are those defined in the light-
singles study, and the remaining engines are derivatives from
these.
The derivation formula is that defined in the light-singles
study--that is, the variations in engine framc_ sizt, are achieved
by ,_icaling the engine .lerodynamics, with the basic ongine cycles
rumaining )nstant. The variations of performance _lua[ity are
,ichieved bT adjusting fln pressure r]t-io ac_:_r_lin,j to f]iqht speed
,ind by "zero staging" the' core c_mpre:_5or. In adding "zero" stages
to thti ft'ont _)f the c'_2rc com[_res.;or, the _: _2ssur,: ratio, the air-
flow, and th,' [;ower l_w:l _r_, iI I in_'r,,a:_,_l ,1% f_r,'tion_ r)f the
sta<;(: _}r_sure ratio.
'['tu_ tilt l:;t levels giv,_n l,e'/on,l tll,' 'hr,:.' li,;h'-_;ln_l_':; ,_ngines
ul)ratin( I ;.ncrement:; ,*ho'_on. 1'h_,y _r,_, ,,f ,',,,_r_,,, v,l_l,,q a!,!n*o-
}_r [dt_: t,, tth, t hl'tl._:,t r,' i']i "t.m_,.,nt'.; _f ', _, ._i vi_];_:_, _; (,)r Whl,'h t h,'y
,_re int-_,n,h,d.
!
TABLE 14 - TURBOFAN ENGINE FAMILY DESIGNATIONS
Frame Size Designations:
I
II
III
IV
For Two-Seat Airplanes
For Four-Seat Airplanes
For Six-Seat Airplanes
For Eight + Seat Airplanes
Performance Quality Designations:
U For Utility Class Airplanes
IP For Intermediate-Performance
HP For High-Performance
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TABLE 15 - CANDIDATE 10-ENGINE FAMILY
Designation
I (I)
iI-u (1)
II-IP (I)
II-HP
III-U
III-IP
III-HP
IV-U
IV-IP
IV-HP
Application (2)
Singles Twins
4
4R
4RP
6R
6RP
4R
4R
4RP
6R
6R
6RP
8 +RP
8 +RI
+RP
Thrust
(SLS)
960 N
(216 lb)
1797 N
(404 lb)
2082 N
(468 lb)
2447 N
(55o lb)
3062 N
(675 lb)
3492 N
(785 lb)
4092 N
(920 lb)
[ 4448 N
(I000 ib)
5160 N
(i160 Ib)
6005 N
(135o lb)
1990 Market
Potential
5915
8991
5087
2027
2361
626
918
1617
1217
1152
(l) Engines in this study.
(21 "2, 4, 6 and 8 _'' _ No. of seats:
,,p" - Pressurized
"R" : Retract Gear;
9O
ii
!
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The projected 1990 market potential was derived by regrouping
and projecting the figures in Table 16 for recent annual airplane
deliveries. The quantity given for each engine class is an extra-
polation at the overall general aviation unit production growth
rate experienced over the past 20 years. Thus, the quantities do
not reflect the growth-rate variations between classes that are
likely to occur. However, the table is given to provide a per-
spective on the relative production quantities that could exist
between the i0 engines. Together with the size and performance-
quality variations between engines, the relative quantities would
have significant effects on engine cost variations. These figures
also highlight the significance of the small engines as a high-
production base for the family.
Selected characteristics of a generalized, conceptual airplane
far ily are presented in Figures 24 through 27. In each figure, the
data has been plotted against airplane seating capacity and engine
frame size. Although a degree of rationalization was used in
establishing the bounding limits of the airplane performance values,
effort was made to ensure the consistency and accuracy of the
intermediate increments of all derived data. For example, perform-
ance and size differences between the singles and twins, using the
same engines, reflect their installed power differences due to the
single-engine climb requirements of twins.
The results of the light singles and high-performance light
twin studies were used as baselines in the development of the
engine and airplane families. Thus, the airplane aerodynamic
qualities and engine cost-effectiveness characteristics established
in those studies are inherent in the families. For example, all
the airplanes were assumed to have wings sized for optimum wing
loading, with 12 aspect ratio and full-span Fowler flaps.
An iterative procedure was used in developing the data on the
engine/airplane family. First, engine scaling and uprating incre-
ments were se_.ected, with cycle and performance quality varying as
direct fanctions of the increments. Spot checks were then made
on several airplanes in the desired family to ascertain the appli-
cability of the appropriate engines. The preliminary design
method developed in the light twin study (Ref. i) was used to
evaluate the airplane gross weights and thrust requirements for
selected cruise speeds and ranges. Cruise speeds, gloss weights,
and engine sizes were then adz ,sted iteratively to achieve consis-
tency in interrelated parameters such as fan pressure ratio and
cruise speed, takeoff thrust and gross weight, engine cruise thrust
and airplane drag at altitude for best lift/drag ratio. This
ensured that each engine/airplane solution in the pro_ected family
was near optimum with respect to minimum size an l fuel consumption--
the factors having greatest impact ,_n cost-effectiveness.
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Figures 28, 29 and 30 define the engine size characteristics
and are self-explanatory. Figure 31 relates applicable cruise
conditions to the three engine-performance-qual_ty designations.
Figures 32 and 33 give the cycle parameters chosen to be responsive
to the requirements for cost-effectivenes in each performance
class. _igure 34 shows the resultant engine cruise performance
levels anticipated, in terms of specific fuel consumption and
specilic thrust.
The derivation of a candidate 10-engine f_ily was intended
to be an example of a comprehensive approach to the solution of
the turbofan cost problem. It has illustrated that turbofan d_siqn
elements can be manipulated in desirable increments to give a
broadly applicable family having high commonality in design and
parts. It cannot be claimed that the choice of aerodynamic com-
ponentry or that the scaling and "zero" staging methcds employed
in defining the family member relationships are ideal solutions.
Other component configurations and family derivations that appear
equally viable should be explored in depth in order to identify
the most cost-effective alternative. This example clea21y has
shown, however, that derivation of a respo_sive turbofan family,
completely analogous to existent piston-engine families, can be
accomplished.
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DISCUSSION OF RESULTS
The results of this study have been compared with those of a
recent NASA study (Reference 12) that examined the applicability
of modern wing technology to both piston/propeller and turbofan-
powered light airplanes. The comparison of results has revealed
differences that are due to variations in approaches taken in the
respective studies. Insight into these variations is presented
in the following paragraphs.
This study has emphasized modern design aspects of the total
aircraft made possible by a turbofan installation--not just the
powerplant performance alone. Full advantage has been taken of
the modern technology afforded by the GA(W)-I wing technology and
spoilers that allow full-span flaps. It is important to recognize
that advanced technology, particularly tha# related to the
advanced wing designs, can apply to propeller-driven aircraft a_
well (piston or turbine powerplants). Thus, the comparative
results stating comparable or improved performance over current
light aircraft must be evaluated in light of the older aeronautical
technology Jn current two- and four-place aircraf=.
The potential of modern wing design for small p;copeller-driven
single-engine aircraft has been demonstrated in keference 12, and
the performance improvement potential presented is truly signifi-
cant. The NASA authors of Reference 12 also co-monitored tne
contracted study reported herein, and having access to the turbo-
fan engine weight and performance characteristics being developed,
they chose to perform an independent airplane synthesis evaluation
of the turbofan-powered, two-place aircraft using GASP. For the
identical airplane mission specification, they ended with an air-
plane design gross weight 22 percent higher than that presented in
this report (1414 ibs versus 1160 ibs). The NASA authors then pro-
ceeded to trace the differences in the design assumptions used in
each case and their findings show that the design presented herein
has reduced drag for the wing, fuselage, landing gear, and nacelle;
and reduced weight in the fuselage, tail, and landing gear rela-
tive to their own study. The NASA authors were careful to point
out that they used generalized, current aircraft trends in t&rms
of their aerodynamic and weight estimating techniques. In con-
trast, the approach used in this study was to rigorously search
for and apply to the study the weight and drag characteristics of
the best examples of component design found in contemporary light
airplanes.
Thus, it can be presumed that the results presented in this
report represent an optimistic assessment of the potential for
improvement in light-aircraft design from having incorporated a
full complement of modern aeronautical technology. However, it is
contended that a signiflcant amount of this potential improvement
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stems directly from the use of the turbofan engine. The shorter
landing gear with partially buried nose gear, and the reduued air-
foil and fuselage drag from natural laminar flow are the primary
examples. It is freely admitted that this study _y repreJent an
optimistic assessment from the "engine man's" point of view. A
final chapter of this evaluation of turbofan-powered, single-engine
light aircraft is now being conducted by :wo airframe manufac-
turers--Cessna Aircraft Company and Gates Learjet Corporation.
Both are sponsored by NASA contracts. They have been encouraged
to review the assumptions and results of this study very carefully.
Finally, it should be pointed out again that minimum weight
and cost are not the only determinants of quality in modern light
aircraft design. Environmental standards are yet to be finalized,
but the potential for improvement in both noise and emissions
levels with turbofan engines would he remarkable. Likewise it is
contended that both improved safety (visibility, safer fuel, i_ck
of propeller torque) and better crashworth_ness (engine aft with
energy-absorbant structure forward of the pilot) would result from
the use of turbofans. These factors are more difficult to
evaluate in a study of this nature, but it is hoped the airplane
manufacturers will consider them in their own design studies.
f
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CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
The general aviation turbofan study series constitutes an in-
depth analysis of the applicability of modern turbofans to light
aircraft. The comprehensive treatment of environmental and
efficiency factors, and the concern with cost factors has provided
a large amount of data to evaluate, and from which to draw con-
clusions. Because the modern synthesis analysis techniques that
were used throughout the study were carefully cross-checked with
conventional design methods and results, the data is considered
valid.
The basic conclusion that has been drawn from the study
results is that new designs incorporating turbofans provide an
attractive alternative for future light-aircraft. As an alterna-
ti,,e to the piston engine/propeller system, specific advantages
can be cited:
(a) Comparable or improved fuel consumption, relative to
current piston-powered light aircraft when engine/
airframe efficiency is maximized.
(b) Optimized airplane designs have lower airframe struc-
tural weJg_.t and potentially lower airframe cost.
(c) Noise and emission characteristics superior to current
piston engines can be realized without impairment to
performance, operating cost, or safety.
(d) Potential for lower operating cost, with less main-
tenance, extended overhaul periods, and lower fuel
cost.
(e) Improved aircraft safety, with safer fuel, no torque,
lighter engine/airframe weight and no propeller.
(f) Product enhancement, with quiet, vibration-free cabin,
easy starting, and single-lever power managemenu.
If turbofans are to be viable in future light airplanes, they
must be cost-effective. In effectiveness they zate high. Regard-
ing cost, there are encouraqing pgssibilities:
(a) A broad line of technically responsive engines would
have a 1990 market potential of nearly 30,000 units
per year and benefit from the economies of high
production.
(b) A family of i0 engines, with 4 f£ame sizes and
3 cycle-quality levels, can adequately cover the
light-airplane spectrum of requir_,._ents.
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(c) By disciplined scaling rules and consistent uprate/
down-rate methods, the 10-engine family can have a
high degree of commonality.
(d) The combined research and development capabilities of
NASA and the aircraft gas turbine industry can be an
effective force in solving the potential problem
of high engine cost.
The foregoing conclusions make it possible to recommend
further development of the light-airplane turbofan concept. Fur-
ther validation of the concept by means of studies conducted by
general aviation airplane manufacturers is essential. The light-
single categories investigated in this study are judged to be the
greatest technical challenge. It is recommended, therefore, that
airplanes in these categories be defined by conventional pre-
liminary design methods and evaluated by syntheses analysis, using
the NASA General Aviation Synthesis Program.
It is also recommended that an experimental engine program b_
undertaken, complemented by a continuing, advanced engine com-
ponents research program. These programs are necessary to validate
the technology requirements and exploit the turbofan's potential
for environmental compatibility, low ownership cost, improved
safety and high fuel efficiency.
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